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THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION 

State highway departments and transportation 
agencies have a continuing need to keep abreast of 
operating practices and legal elements of specific 
problems in highway law. This report is a new paper, 
which continues NCHRP's policy of keeping departments 
up-to-date on laws that will affect their operations. 

This paper will be published in a future 
addendum to Selected Studies in Highway Law (SSHL). 
Volumes 1 and 2 deal primarily with the law of eminent 
domain and the planning and regulation of land use. 
Volume 3 covers government contracts. Volume 4 
covers environmental and tort law, inter-governmental 
relations, and motor carrier law. An expandable format 
permits the incorporation of both new topics as well as 
supplements to published topics. Updates to the bound 
volumes are issued by addenda. The 5th Addendum was 
published in November 1991. Addenda are published on 
an average of every three years. Between addenda, legal 
research digests are issued to report completed research. 
Presently the text of SSHL totals over 4,000 pages 
comprising 75 papers. 

Copies of SSHL have been sent, without 
charge, to NCHRP sponsors, certain other agencies, 
and selected university and state law libraries. The 
officials receiving complimentary copies in each state 
are the Attorney General and the Chief Counsel and 
Right-of-Way Director of the highway agency. Beyond 
this initial distribution, the 4-volume set is for sale 
through the Transportation Research Board ($185. 00). 
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The foregoing research should provide reference 
material for use by transportation department 
administrators, planners, design and construction 
engineers, environmental specialists, right-of-way 
officials, and attorneys. The interaction between the 
Federal-Aid Highway Program and laws, which provide 
protection for the environment-both directly and 
indirectly-are topics of paramount concern to federal, 
state, and local transportation officials. Environmentally 
oriented restrictions on acquisitions, construction, and 
expansions of transportation facilities are hurdles that 
confront most planners and chief engineers on these 
projects. 

Resource Protection and the Federal Highway 
Program focuses on the following: the current 
relationship between the Federal-Aid to Highway 
Programs and federal laws, regulations, and policies that 
protect wetlands, parklands, floodplains, and other 
natural resources; how a well-planned program can and 
should accommodate statutory environmental safeguards; 
and the use of mitigation measures. 

This report does not discuss, at length, the 
National Environmental Policy Act, which was analyzed 
by Legal Research Digest (LRD) No. 15, "The 
Application of NEPA to Federal Highway Projects" (by 
Daniel R. Mandelker and Gary Feder) or The Clean Air 
Act, which will be the subject of a separate LRD 
scheduled to be published in early 1995. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Federal-Aid Highway Program (FAHP) supplies federal funding for high
way construction and maintenance for some 920,000 miles of roads.' Although 
this constitutes only about 25 percent of the nation's total road mileage, 2 more 
than 80 percent of annual vehicle-miles traveled occur on FAHP roads.' 

Congress substantially revised FAHP in 1991 when it enacted the Intermodal 
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA).' In addition to authorizing $121 
billion for FAHP during 1992-97,5 ISTEA expanded eligible highway projects to 
include both highway maintenance and congestion-aUeviation projects.

6 
States 

have always played a dominant role in FAHP.7 and ISTEA increased state flexi
bility to decide whether to spend FAHP funds on highway construct.ion, mainte
nance, or congestion alleviation.

8 
IST.EA did not, however, relieve states from 

complying with all applicable federal environmental laws and regulations." Thus, 
state highway officials must continue to ensure that their i<'AHP-funded projects 
satisfy a complicated array of federal environmental requirements. 

This rP,port includes discussion of most of the major environmental laws that 
affect the location, construction, and operation of federal-aid highways. It focuses 
especially on the laws protecting sensitive areas such as park lands, wetlands, 
floodplains, coastal zones, and federal land reserves, but it also considers the 
effects of laws of general applicability, like the Clean Wat~r Act, the Safe Drink
ing Water Act, and the Endangered Species Act.'0 A final section examines how 
highways can be designed, constructed, and operated to minimize their impacts 
on sensitive environmental resources. 

PARK LAND LAW 

Aside from the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 11 the most fre
quently litigated environmental statute in the federal highway context is Section 
4(f) of the Department of Transportation (DOT) Act, 12 which prohibits DOT from 
using certain types of land (primarily publicly owned parks) for the construction 
of highway projects unless there is "no prudent and feasible alternative."13 For 
example, between 1985 and 1987, there were 40 lawsuits filed against the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA) alleging violations of environmental statutes. 
Of those, 39 contained claims arising under NEPA or Section 4(fl, or both.14 The 
historical development of Section 4(f), the implementation of the statute by 
FHWA, and the judicial interpretations that have augmented the scope and force 
of the provision will be briefly examined in this section. Courts have played an 
instrumental role in creating a formidable set of substantive requirements on 
FHWA under Section 4(f), particularly by imposing a "constructive use" doctrine 
and the requirement of a "no action" alternative analysis. 

A. Section 4(f) Provisions 

In enacting Section 4(f), Congress declared as national policy that "special 
effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of the countryside and pub
lic park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites."

15 

To that end, the statute authorizes the secretary of transportation to approve a 
transportation project requiring the use of such land only if (1) there is no 
"prudent and feasible alternative to using that land," and (2) the program or proj
ect includes "all possible planning to minimize harm" to the park, refuge, or his
toric site.16 

The watershed judicial interpretation of Section 4(f) occurred in the 1971 case 
Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe .

17 
In Overton Park, the Supreme 

Court used Section 4(f) to overturn the secretary of transportation's approval of a 
six-lane expressway through a public park in downtown Memphis, Tennessee. 
First, the Court noted that the language of Section 4(f) amounts to a "plain and 
explicit bar to the use of federal funds for construction of highways through 
parks" and that the statute allows for exceptions to be granted only in "the most 
unusual situations. "18 Recognizing that it would always be less costly and less 
disruptive to use park lands instead of private lands for transportation projects, 
the Court held that in order to do so under Section 4(f), the secretary must show 
that the rejected alternatives would require costs or community disruption of 
"extraordinary magnitudes" or would present "unique problems."

19 

In the wake of Overton Park, federal courts have broadly interpreted the lan
guage of Section 4(f), especially regarding the requirement that there be a "use" 
of park land. At the same time, FHW A has modernized its Section 4(f) procedures 
in response to the barrage of litigation the statute has engendered. 

8. Threshold Requirements-What Is "Use" and What Resources Are 
Protected? 

Section 4(f) is triggered by proposed transportation projects that will involve 
the actual or constructive use of a publicly owned park, recreation area, wildlife 
or waterfowl refuge, or historic site.2° There are several judicial and administra
tive interpretations of these two threshold requirements. 

1. Actual Use of Protected Land 
In Overton Park, there was no question that the proposed highway would have 

made a "use" of the park land it was intended to traverse, thereby invoking the 
protection afforded by Section 4(f). Indeed, it is beyond dispute that Section 4(f) 
applies to any highway project that proposes a physical taking of any portion of 
protected land. For example, in Louisiana Environmental Society, Inc. v. Cole
man,21 the Fifth Circuit held that the statute did not call for any consideration of 
whether or not a proposed actual use would be substantial; rather, Congress in
tended Section 4(f) to apply whenever park land was to be used, and therefore 
"any park use, regardless of its degree, invokes § 4(f)."22 FHWA regulations rec
ognize that for Section 4(f) purposes, "use" occurs "(l) When land is permanently 
incorporated into a transportation facility; (2) When there is a temporary occu
pancy of land that is adverse in terms of the statute's preservationist pur
poses ... or (3) When there is a constructive use ofland."23 



2. Constructive Use of Protected Land 

More contentious than the issue of what constitutes actual use of park land 
have been the circumstances under which the effect of a transportation project 
amounts to "constructive use" of the protected lands sufficient to trigger Section 
4(f). 24 Constructive use occurs where there is no actual taking of park lands, but 
the proposed project will nonetheless cause adverse impacts on neighboring prop
erty that is protected by Section 4(::). 25 The constructive-use doctrine initially 
emerged out of judicial decisions of the Overton Park era, which gave broad inter
pretation to the statute's "use" requirement by applying Section 4(f) to projects 
that bordered on protected lands.'" Since that time, the doctrine has been both 
incorporated into FHWA 4(f) regulations

27 
and expanded further by the courts. 

The FHW A regulations recognize constructive use as occurring where "the 
project's proximity impacts are so severe that the protected activities, features, or 
attributes that qualify a resource for protection under section 4(f) are substan
tially impaired."28 Thus, FHWA requires "substantial impairment" for a non
physical taking of park land to trigger the statute.

29 
ALo, like FHWA's categorical 

inclusions and exclusions under. EPA,
3° FHWA has identified certain situations 

under which the constructive use doctrine of Section 4(f) categorically does or 
does not occur.31 

The FHWA regulations also define constructive use as including "substantial 
impairment" of resources protected by Section 4(f) as a result of noise levels, vi
bration impact, restrictions on access, or "ecological intrusion.'"'' On the other 
hand, FHW A identifies numerous situations where there is presumptively no 
constructive use, such as where (1) noise impacts would not exceed certain speci
fied levels, (2) a project is approved or a right of way acquired before the affected 
property is designated to be protected by Section 4(f), or (3) a proposed project is 
concurrently planned with a park or recreation area.33 

After the Ninth Circuit found a c:>nstructive use of Section 4(f) property in 
Brooks v. Volpe,

34 
other courts followed, applying the constructive-use doctrine to 

a variety of situations where there would be no actual physical intrusion of pro
tected land by the proposed highway project. For example, in Monroe County 
Conservation Council v. Adams,'35 the Second Circuit ruled that a proposed six
lane highway that would adjoin a public park constituted constructive use be
cause the park would become "subject to the unpleasantness which accompanies 
the heavy flow of surface traffic" and because access w the park would become 
more difficult and hazardous.36 In a number of other cases, federal courts have 
found constructive uses of park lands and historic sites based on increased noise 
levels,37 impairment of access,38 general unsightliness,39 and other proximity im
pacts significant enough to "substantially impair" the protected resource.4° 

The Ninth Circuit recently ruled that the constructive-use doctrine does not 
apply where the construction of a new highway and a new park are jointly 
planned on a single parcel of land. In Sierra Club v. Department of Transporta
tion," the court held that a planned highway did not "use" a park where the 
highway and the park were to be developed concurrently. Looking at the legisla
tive history of Section 4(f), the court :letermined that because Congress contem
plated the possibility of joint development of parks and roads, it intended Section 
4(f) to protect only already established parks and recreation areas." 

... 

3. Resources Protected by Section 4(,") 

a. Public Parks, Recreation Areas, and Refuges.-The language of Section 4(f) 
restricts the ability of FHWA to use for a transportation project "publicly owned 
land of a public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge of na
tional, State:, or local significance, or land of an historic site of national, State, or 
lo,:al significance (as determined by the Federal, State, or local officials having 
jurisdiction over the park, area, refuge, or site)."43 The statute potentially applies 
to all historic sites, but only to publicly owned parks, recreation areas, and ref
u~:es. Thus, where parks, recreation areas and refuges are owned by private in
dividuals Section 4(f) does not apply.

44
'l'his is true even where the land is held by 

a public interest group for the benefit of the public." However, if a governmental 
body has any proprietary interest in the land at issue (such as fee ownership, a 
drainage easement, or a wetland easement), that land may be considered publicly 
owned.'16 

Where land is publicly owned, it can qualify for protection under Section 4(f) 
only if it is actually designated or administered•' for "significant park, recreation, 
or wildlife purposes . .s When making thjs threshold determination, courts have 
hdd that FHWA "may properly rely on. and indeed should consider ... local offi
cials' views.,,.• For example, in Concerned Citiz,ms on 1-190, the First Circuit held 
that FHWA was not required to make an independent determination as to 
whether the state lands involved in a highway projei:t constituted 
"s:ignificant ... recreation lands," but could rely on the conclusion of a local com
mission that no such land would be used by the highway.'° FHWA regulations 
reflect this result, stating that consideration under Section 4(f) is not required 
where the officials with jurisdiction over the area determine that "the entire site 
is not sign.ificant."

51 
If no such determination is made, the regulations presume 

the Section 4(f) land is significant.n The regulations also require that FHWA 
review the significance determination to ensure its reasonableness.53 

(1) Multiple-Use Land Holdings.--Special problems may arise where land 
needed for a highway project is managed for several different purposes, including 
a use protected by Section 4(f). Where multiple-use lands are involved, FHWA 
hz.s determined that Section 4(f) will apply only to those portions of lands that 
"function for, or are designated in the management plans of the administering 
agency as being for significant park, recreation. or wildlife and waterfowl pur
poses . ..,. Where multiple-use public lanes do not have current management plans, 
Section 4(f) will apply only to those a::-eas that function primarily for purposes 
protected by Section 4(f).5• Again, the federal, state, or local officials with juris
diction over the land in question are responsible for malcing the determination as 
to which areas function as or are designated for purposes protected by Section 
4(f), subject to FHWA oversight to ensure "reasonableness."56 

Although most public lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act57 are managed for 
multiple uses, designated "areas of critical environmental concern" (ACECs) are 
better thought of as dominant use lands. ACECs are lands where special man
agement is required to protect (1) important historic, cultural, and scenic values, 
fish and wildlife resources, and other natural ecosystems, and (2) human life and 
property from natural hazards.s• Development is not foreclosed on ACECs-they 
are not administered as wilderness areas"

9
-and a range of multiple-use activi

tie,s, including highways, are possible. But because BLM designates special man
agement requirements of each ACEC on a case-by-cease basis through its land 
planning process,"

0 
whether a highway project is consistent with the objectives of 



a particular ACEC is a function of those objectives. Activities inconsistent with 
designated ACEC objectives will not be pennitted, and BLM district managers 
will prevent or oppose activities taking place outside but threatening the integrity 
of ACEC-prot.ected resources."' An ACEC designated for historic, recreation, or 
wildlife protection would also seem to trigger Section 4(f) procedures. 

(2) Bodies ofWater.-Because most of the land under navigable waters of the 
United States is owned by the states,6

2 
any such waters designated or used for 

significant park, recreational, or refuge purposes will qualify for protection under 
Section 4(f) because the underlying land is publicly owned."3 

As in the case of 
multiple-use lands,64 Section 4(f) will apply only to those portions of lakes that 
function primarily for park, recreation, or refuge purposes, or are so designated 
by the appropriate officials.

65 
Rivers are generally not subject to Section 4(f) re

quirements unless they are contained within the boundaries of a park or refuge to 
which Section 4(f) otherwise applies. However, federally designated wild and 
scenic rivers are protected by Section 4(f), and publicly owned lands in the im
mediate proximity of such rivers may also be protected, depending on how those 
lands are administered under the management plans required by the Wild and 
Scenic Rivers Act. 66 Where the management plan specifically designates the adja
cent lands for recreational or other Section 4(f) purposes, or where the primary 
function of the area is for significant Section 4(f) activities, Section 4(f) will ap
ply.•1 

b. Historic Sites.-Unlike park lands, historic sites need not be publicly owned 
to qualify for protection under Section 4(fl. However, the site must be "of na
tional, state, or local significance (as determined by the Federal, State or local 
officials having jurisdiction over the ... site)."68 Where historic sites will be af
fected as the result of a proposed highway project, the National Historic Preser
vation Act69 works along with Section 4(f) to require avoidance or minimization of 
harmful impacts to historic sites. For example, under FHWA regulations, the 
"significance" of an historic site for Section 4(f) purposes generally is determined 
by whether the site is on or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. 70 

Because the National Register comprises many different types of historic re
sources, 71 courts have also applied Section 4(f) to a wide variety of historic sites. 72 

If a particular site is not on or eligible for the National Register, Section 4(f) may 
still apply if FHW A determines that the application of the statute is "otherwise 
appropriate."

73 

The applicable regulations require that where a historic site might be affected 
by an FHWA project, that agency, in cooperation with the state highway depart
ment, must consult with the state's historic preservation officer to determine 
whether the site is on or eligible for the National Register." If it is not, then Sec
tion 4(f) most likely does not apply.

75 
However, the site may still be protected 

under the statute if it is of local significance, as determined by local officials 
having jurisdktion over the site. 

76 
Thus, the language of Section 4(f) can be read 

to require application where a local official (e.g., the mayor or the president of the 
local historical society) provides information indicating that a site that is not eli
gible for the National Register is nonetheless of local significance. According to 
FHWA, in such situations "FHWA may apply section 4(f)."77 

Once a determination has been made that a site is eligible for inclusion on the 
National Register, Section 4(f) applies even where the state or local officials with 
jurisdiction over the area assert that the site is not "significant" to them. For 
example, in Stop H-3 Association v. Coleman,78 the Ninth Circuit held that a 
finding by a state review board that the Moanalua Valley in Oahu was only of 

"marginal" local significance was inconsequential for Section 4(f) purposes be
cause the secretary of the interior earlier had determined that the valley "may be 
eligible" for inclusion in the National Register. 79 The court also ruled that the 
secretary acted within his authority under the National Historic Preservation Act 
when he made the eligibility determination on his own initiative, without the 
concurrence of state or local officials. 80 

FHW A regulations recognize that Section 4(f) applies to all archeological sites 
on or eligible for inclusion on the National Register, including those discovered 
during construction. The regulations provide for an expedited Section 4(f) process 
in such circumstances. 1 However, the regulations also carve out an exception 
from the requirements of Section 4(f) where FHWA determines the archeological 
resource involved "has minimal value for preservation in place" and can be relo
cated without diminishing the significance of the resource. 82 

4. Standard of Review for Determination of Inapplicability 

Nearly a quarter century ago, in Citizens to Protect Overton Park v. Volpe, the 
Supreme Court stated that the standard of judicial review under Section 4(f) was 
the Administrative Procedure Act's "arbitrary and capricious" test,83 a standard 
the Court described as requiring "thorough, probing, in-depth review."84 However, 
a number of courts subsequently ruled that when the secretary of transportation 
decides not to apply the requirements of Section 4(f) to a proposed project, those 
nonapplicability decisions are reviewable under a less deferential 
"reasonableness" test. 85 But because the decisions to apply the reasonableness 
test were based on an analogy to decisions not to prepare an environmental im
pact statement under NEPA, 86 and because the Supreme Court has clearly stated 
that arbitrary and capricious review is appropriate justification for agency deci
sions not to prepare supplemental environmental impact statements,87 the proper 
standard of judicial review of agency decisions not to apply Section 4(f) may also 
be the arbitrary and capricious test. 

In two recent decisions, the Sixth and the Tenth Circuits concluded that the 
deferential arbitrary and capricious standard was appropriate for decision mak
ing under Section 4(0.

88 
However, in neither of those cases did the secretary deny 

the applicability of Section 4(t); the disputes concerned the secretary's conclusions 
in his 4(f) findings. 89 Moreover, both circuits concluded that courts reviewing 4(f) 
findings must determine that the secretary could have "reasonably" determined 
that there existed no feasible and prudent alternatives to the proposal. 90 Thus, 
there seems to be room for argument as to which standard of judicial review 
should be applied to an agency's alternatives analysis under Section 4(f). 

C. Substantive Requirements of Section 4(f) 

Once it has been established that a proposed project will actually or construc
tively use a resource protected under Section 4(f), the secretary of transportation 
may approve the project only if (1) there is no "feasible and prudent alternative" 
to the use of such land and (2) the project includes "all possible planning to 
minimize harm~ to the protected property." 

1. Feasible and Prudent Alternatives 

The :Seminal decision regarding the circumstances under which alternatives to 
a proposed project may be rejected as not "feasible and prudent" came from the 



Supreme Court in the Overton Park case.
92 

The Court noted that the "feasibility" 
exception allows for very little administrative discretion; it applies only if the 
secretary finds that "as a matter of sound engineering it would not be feasible to 
build the highway along any other route.,,i,

3 
Because of the relative lack of discre

tion left to the agency regarding what is or is not feasible from an engineering 
perspective, most conflicts in this area arise when the secretary decides that al
ternatives are not "prudent" under Section 4(f). 

The Overton Park Court recognized that when a highway project contemplates 
the use of park land rather than alternatives that would affect private holdings, 
the secretary need not completely ignore factors such as cost and community 
disruption in determining whether an alternative to park land use is not 
"prudent" under Section 4(f).

94 
However, the Court went on to note that the very 

purpose behind Section 4(f) is to give ~paramount importance" to the protection of 
park land; therefore, higher cost alone is not sufficient to declare an alternative 
imprudent. Rather, the Court held that an alternative to park land use will be 
prudent unless it involves "unique problems" resulting from "truly unusual fac
tors," including cost or community disruption only where they reach 
"extraordinary magnitudes. "95 

In the nearly two-and-a-half decades since the Overton Park ruling, the Su
preme Court has not decided another Section 4(f) case, leaving the circuit courts 
to further refine and expand the meaning of the broad directives set out in Over
ton Park. Until recently, the circuits have been fairly consistent in holding FHWA 
to a strict reading of the "unique problems" requirement. Thus, the courts have 
overruled the agency's rejection of alternate routes even where costs and com
munity disruptions would be somewhat severe, 

96 
adhering to the guiding principle 

of Overton Park that when consideri:lg alternatives to the taking of park land, 
"cost is a subsidiary factor in all but the most exceptional cases. "'

1 

However, recently a line of cases has emerged indicating an increased judicial 
deference toward agency determinations that proposed alternatives are impru
dent."" These cases do not require findings that the alternatives present "un.ique 
problems" as required by Overton Park; instead, they uphold FHWA determina
tions based on the cumulative effects of several individually insignificant draw
backs. 99 Moreover, in at least one case, a circuit court seemed to elevate the im
portance of cost considerations in the Section 4(f) analysis. Eagle Foundation v. 
Dole 100 involved a proposed four-lane expressway that would run through both a 
wildlife refuge and a historical site. FHWA rejected as imprudent each of 10 al
ternative routes that would have avoided the refuge because of the "cumulative 
drawbacks" presented by those routes, relying on the fact that all of the alterna
tives would be longer and more expensive to build.

101 

Judge Easterbrook for the Seventh Circuit upheld the FHWA's determination, 
first noting that the secretary's deci3ion required deferential review. He then 
explained that in Overton Park the Supreme Court was merely being "emphatic" 
when it used the word "unique" to define the type of problems that must be pres
ent for an alternative to be imprudent. 1

0'l What the Supreme Court really meant, 
according to Judge Easterbrook, was that "the reasons for using the protected 
land have to be good ones, pressing ones, well thought out."

103 

Despite the Overton Park dictum bat costs were to be a factor in the Section 
4(0 alternatives analysis only where they reached "extraordinary magnitudes," 
the Eagle Foundation court held that "[a] prudent judgment by an agency is one 
that takes into account everything important that matters."

104 
Because every 

other alternative would cost at least $8 million more than the park land route, 

J II 

the court concluded that the secretary "could ask intelligently whether it is worth 
$8 million to build around the Hollow, in light of the other benefits and draw
backs of each course of action."105 Although an additional $8 million would repre
sent only a small fraction of the total cost of the highway, the court upheld the 
secretary's determination that the additional costs of the alternatives, when 
combined with other drawbacks-such as safety, aesthetic, and wildlife con
cerns-were sufficient to make them imprudent under Section 4(£).

106 
This 

"cumulative drawbacks" approach upheld by the court in Eagle Foundation has 
become part of FHWA's official Section 4(f) planning. A recent FHWA policy pa
per stated: "[w]hen making a finding that an alternative is not feasible and pru
dent, it is not necessary to show that any single factor presents unique problems. 
Adverse factors such as environmental impacts, safety and geometric problems, 
decreased traffic service, increased costs, and any other factors may be considered 
collectively."107 

Similarly, in Hickory Neighborhood Defense League v. Skinner,
108 

the Fourth 
Circuit adopted the Seventh Circuit's interpretation of Overton Park, holding that 
the Supreme Court in that case used the word "unique" only for emphasis and 
"not as a substitute for the statutory word 'prudent.'"

109 
Thus, the secretary's de

cision to use Section 4(f) land will be upheld as long as there is a "strong" or 
"powerful" reason to do so, and it is not necessary for the agency to expressly find 
"unique problems," as long as the record supports the conclusion that there were 
"compelling reasons" for rejecting the proposed alternatives.

110 

Circuits also differ as to what range of alternatives must be considered by 
FHWA in assessing whether or not "feasible and prudent" alternatives exist. The 
Nmth Circuit takes an expansive view of the alternatives analysis, usually re
quiring consideration of a no-build alternative, as well as consideration of other 
alternatives that might be very different than the proposed project. m For exam
pl,a, in Stop H-3 Association v. Dole, 112 the Ninth Circuit overruled the secretary's 
rejection of a no-build alternative, holding that the mere fact that the agency 
demonstrated an established transportation need did not automatically prove 
that the option of not building the highway was imprudent under Overton Park. 
Thus, the secretary still had to demonstrate that the no-build alternative pre
sented truly unusual factors or would result in cost and community disruption of 
extraordinary magnitude.113 Other circuit courts, however, appear more inclined 
to accept a decision by the secretary that only certain, limited alternatives will 
meet the goals of the agency. These courts have ruled that the no-build alterna
tive is an inherently imprudent alternative to achieving those goals.

114 

2. All Possible Planning to Minimize Harm 

The second half of the Section 4(f) process requires that FHWA undertake "all 
possible planning to minimize harm" to park land or other protected resources 
before the project may be approved by the secretary of transportationu

5 
This 

minimization requirement must be addressed once it has been determined that a 
proposed project will actively or constructively use protected property and that 
there are no feasible and prudent alternatives to such use. At this point, Section 
4(:1(2) requires the secretary to reconsider the available alternatives and under
take planning to minimize the adverse impacts of the project on park land, rec
reation areas, refuges, or historic sites.

116 

Courts have recognized that the "all possible planning" requirement places an 
affirmative duty on the secretary to nuo.imize the damage to Section 4(f) pri;,perty 
before approving any route using such property.

117 
A leading case describing the 



duty under Section 4(f)(2) is Louisiana Environmental Society v. Coleman,m in 
which the Fifth Circuit required the secretary to undertake a "simple balancing 
process which would total the harm to the recreational area of each alternate 
route and select the route which does the least total harm."119 

Under this analysis, the secretary must first determine the amount of harm 
each alternative route inflicts on Section 4(f) property. Similar to the "feasible 
and prudent alternatives" directive of Section 4(f)(l), the agency must consider 
alternatives that would minimize harm to the protected property being used. 
However, courts have emphasized the differences between Subsections (1) and (2) 
of Section 4(f) and uniformly hold that considerations that might make an alter
native imprudent under Subsection (1)-such as displacement of persons or busi
nesses or failure to satisfy the project's purpose-are "simply not relevant" to the 
minimization determination. 

120 
Rather, "the only relevant factor in making a de

termination whether an alternative route minimizes harm is the quantum of 
harm to the park or historic site caused by the alternative."121 

After assessing the amount of harm that would be caused by each alternative 
route through the park land, the secretary must select the route that does the 
least total harm to that proper:ty.121 Any altema.tive that the secretary determines 
does not minimize harm may be rejected in favor of the planned route.

123 
Corre

_spond.ingly, the secretary is free to choose between alternatives that are deter
mined to cause "equal damage.b

124 
Although the goal is to adop the least damag

ing route, the Fifth Circuit in Louisiana Environmental Society made clear that 
the secretary may still reject a route that would actually minimize harm to Sec
tion 4(f) property, but "only for truly unusual factors other than its effect on the 
recreational area."125 To reach this conclusion, the court held that Section 4(f)(2) 
contains an implied "feasible and prudent" exception like that of Section 4(f)(l), 
stating: "Since the statute allows rejection of a route which completely bypasses 
the recreational area if it is unfeasible or imprudent, it is totally reasonable to 
assume that Congress intended that a route which used the recreational area but 
had a less adverse impact could be rejected for the same reason."126 Thus, a route 
that minimizes harm can be rejected if it is infeasible or imprudent; however, this 
determination must be based on "truly unusual" factors other than the route's 
impact on Section 4(f) areas. 

127 

Courts have indicated willingness to strictly enforce the secretary's duty to 
ensure minimization of damage to Section 4(f) property in applying the "all pos
sible planning to minimize harm" requirement of Section 4(f)(2). For example, in 
Druid Hills Civic Association v. Federal Highway Administration, 128 the secretary 
approved construction of a highway in Atlanta that would use park lands and 
historic sites, rejecting three alternatives for failing to minimize harm to Section 
4(f) property. The Eleventh Circuit held that the administrative record was 
"significantly deficient" because it did not consider the types of impacts the re
jected alternatives would cause, the characteristics of the property that would be 
affected, or the degree of harm that would occur.129 Because the record contained 
only generalized and conclusory statements that the rejected alternatives would 
"adversely affect" certain historic districts, the court found that the secretary 
could not have had sufficient information to make any informed comparison of 
the relative harms anticipated by the various alternatives.130 Thus, the court re
manded the case to the secretary for more intensive consideration of the alterna
tive impacts on the Section 4(f) properties at issue. Specifically, the court directed 
the secretary to assess the characteristics of the property that would be affected, 
the extent of any previous commercial development impacts on the historic dis-

-
tricts, and the nature and quantity of harm that would accrue to the park or his
toric site involved. 131 The Druid Hills case indicates that when rejecting alterna
tives for failing to minimize harm under Section 4(f)(2), the secretary must 
provide a thorough and detailed discussion of the reasons underlying such rejec
tions. 

WETLANDS LAW 

Wetlands (such as swamps, bogs, and marshes) in their natural condition pro
vide many benefits including (1) food and habitat for fish and wildlife, (2) water 
quality improvement, (3) flood protection, (4) shoreline erosion control, (5) natural 
products like timber, fish, shellfish, cranberries, and wild rice for human use, and 
(6) substantial opportunities for recreation and aesthetic uses.'32 Wetlands also 
help to recharge groundwaters, alter flood flows, stabilize sediments, absorb 
chemical contaminants, remove nutrients, enhance aquatic and wildlife diversity, 
and provide unique areas for scientific, geological, and archeological research.133 

According to the Council on Environmental Quality, wetlands are extremely 
productive sources of food protein, more productive than the most fertile farms. 134 

Fully two-thirds of the commercially harvested fish in U.S. waters depend on 
wetlands for food or spawning and rearing grounds. 135 About one-third of species 
listed under the Endangered Species Act and half the nation's migratory bird 
species depend on wetlands for habitat.

136 

Unfortunately, wetlands also supply attractive sites for industrial, agricul
tural, and residential developments. And because wetlands-unlike other areas of 
the aquatic environment-may be privately owned, private wetland owners have 
had strong economic incentives to replace wetlands with airports, port facilities, 
soybean fields, and shoreline developments.'

37 
As a result, the coterminous 

United States, which once contained some 221 million acres of wetlands, had only 
106 million acres left by the mid-1970s, as a result of sustained draining, dredg
ing, filling, leveling, and flooding. 138 By the mid-1980s, wetland acreage had 
dropped to a little over 103 million acres.

139 Of the remaining wetlands, 95 percent 
(97.8 million acres) are freshwater, or inland, wetlands; 5 percent (5.5 million 
acres) are estuarine, or coastal, wetlands.140 Average annual wetland destruction 
between 1974 and 1983 was 290,000 acres. 141 Ninety-eight percent of these wet
land losses were freshwater wetlands; slightly over half were lost to agricultural 

142 uses. 

A. Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 

The permitting authority that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers holds over 
wetland development today is the direct descendent of Section 10 of the Rivers 
and Harbors Act of 1899.'43 Although that section vested broad power in the Corps 
to issue mandatory permits for the dredging, filling, or obstructing of navigable 
waters, Corps jurisdiction was not extended to wetlands until the passage of the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972.144 Section 404 of that 
act signaled the beginning of an active federal role in the regulation of wetland 
alteration and destruction. The act expanded the jurisdictional authority of the 
Corps permitting program to include wetlands by redefining "navigable wate.rs" 
as all "waters of the United States."145 The Corps initially :refused to acknowledge 
the congressional expansion of its permitting authority in the 1972 Act and con
tinued to base its jurisdiction on traditional tests of navigability. However, after 
some judicial prodding,

146 
in 1977 the Corps amended its regulations, expressly 



extending its permitting jurisdiction over wetland areas that are not navigable in 
fact or immediately adjacent to navigable waters. 

147 

Section 404 authorizes the Corps to issue permits to projects that involve the 
"discharge of ... dredged or fill mat(;rial" into waters of the United States, includ
ing wetlands.148 Thus, FAHP projects involving discharges into wetlands will re
quire Section 404 permits unless they qualify for a specific statutory exemption.149 

Section 404 permits may be issued on an .individual or general permit basis when 
they meet specified criteria. 'so General permits authorize activities on a generic 
basis where they are substantially similar in nature or are subject to duplicative 
regulatory controls and cause only minimal individual and cumulative environ
mental effects.1s1 Individual permits are subject to public and interagency notice 
and comment, and other federal agencies, such as the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the National Marine Fisheries 
Service may administratively appeal wetland fills having "a substantial and un
acceptable impact on resources of national importance. "152 In addition, EPA may 
veto Corps permits that have an unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water 
supplies, fish and wildlife habitat, and recreational areas.153 

The initial Section 404 issue is whether there is federal jurisdiction over the 
area in question and the activity in question. Geographic jurisdiction depends on 
the definition of "waters of the United States," as used in the Clean Water Act, 
and the delineation of wetlands (included in the definition of "waters of the 
United States"). Jurisdiction over activities is a function of the scope of activities 
statutorily exempted from Section 404 regulation and the definition of the term 
"discharge" in the Clean Water Act. 

1. Geographic Jurisdiction 
a. Definition of "Waters of the United States."-The Clean Water Act defines 

"waters of the United States" simply as "navigable waters,"154 a term that, under 
the Rivers and Harbors Act, had long been interpreted to be limited largely to 
bodies of water used to transport interstate and foreign commerce.155 But the 
Clean Water Act's legislative history indicated that Congress intended a dramatic 
_expansion of regulatory jurisdiction, to the fullest extent permitted under the 
Constitution's commerce clause.

156 
The Corps was slow to interpret the term ex

pansively, however, and it was not until 1977, after the Corps lost a lawsuit, that 
Section 404 regulations began to reflect the full geographic reach of the pro-

1s1 
gram. 

The Corps' 1977 regulations asserted federal regulatory jurisdiction over three 
geographic types of wetlands: (1) interstate wetlands; (2) wetlands adjacent to 
other "waters of the United States," and (3) intrastate, nonadjacent wetlands that 
"could affect interstate or foreign commerce."

158 
Relying in part on legislative his

tory of Section 404 indicating that Cc-ogress intended the term "navigable waters" 
to be given "the broadest possible constitutional interpretatioo,"'

59 
the Supreme 

Court in United States v. Riverside Bayview Homes, Inc. , 
160 

upheld the Corps' 
jurisdiction over wetlands adjacent to waters otherwise within federal reach un
der the Commerce Clause. 

However, controversy remains over the Corps' ability to assert jurisdiction 
over nonadjacent "isolated wetlands" based on the possibility that those wetlands 
"could affect" interstate commerce. The Court's 1985 Riverside Bayview decision 
expressly declined to rule whether wetlands not connected with other waters 
were within the jurisdictional reach of the Section 404 program.

161 
However, other 

courts have upheld Section 404 jurisdiction over isolated waters where there was 

I I I 

a demonstrated effect on interstate commerce, such as where the site was visited 
by out-of-state residents for recreation or study and the discharge would affect 
o:uch visits. 162 A 1985 EPA m emorandum asserted jurisdiction over all isolated 
wetlands that could be used by migratory waterfowl, 

163 
which would effectively 

include all areas meeting the definition of a wetland. However, this "reasonable 
bird" interpretation of the reach of Section 404 jurisdiction has not been promul
gated as a regulation, was rejected for that reason by one district court, 

164 
and has 

been narrowly interpreted in a recent Seventh Circuit case. 
In Hoffman Homes, Inc. v. EPA (Hoffman l),'6s the Seventh Circuit initially 

indicated that there could be no federal jurisdiction under the Commerce Clause 
to regulate isolated wetlands absent a showing of some connection to human 
commercial activity. The court held that the mere presence, or the potential pres
ence, of migratory waterfowl in an isolated wetland had no effect on interstate 
commerce. 166 Subsequently, an en bane panel of the Seventh Circuit, in Hoffman 
JI, granted EPA's petition for rehearing and vacated its Hoffman I opinion.

167 

Then, in Hoffman Ill, the original panel upheld Clean Water Act jurisdiction over 
areas potentially used by migratory birds, but reversed EPA's conclusion that the 
area in question provided suitable bird habitat.'"" In contrast to Hoffman Homes, 
the district court in Leslie Salt Co. v. United States

169 
found that former calcium 

chloride pits of a salt company were within Corps jurisdiction under Section 404 
because there was a sufficient connection to interstate commerce from the poten
tial use of the pits by migratory birds_ 

EPA has the authority to define the scope of "waters of the United States" for 
purposes of the Section 404 program, according to a 1979 opinion of the attorney 
general. 170 However, under a 1989 memorandum of agreement between EPA and 
the Corps, the Corps will make most of the jurisdictional determinations, al
though EPA reserved the right to determine jurisdiction in "special cases," de
termined either generically or on a project-specific basis. m Jurisdictional deter
minations by either agency are binding on the entire federal govemment. 172 The 
Corps' regulations authorize district engineers to make jurisdictional determina
tions but the Corps is not required to make wetlands determinations on re
quest .173 Corps guidance suggests that oral determinations are not valid and that 
written jurisdictional determinations are valid for 3 years in most cases, and 5 
years with appropriation inform.ation.174 New information may, however , justify 
revised jurisdictional detenninations.

175 

Written jurisdictional determinations are subject to judicial review on the 
administrative record, at least when the determination is negative.

176 
The gov

ernment has successfully resisted judicial review of affirmative jurisdictional 
determinations, claiming there is no final agency action until the applicant is 
granted or denied a permit. 177 However, EPA has a program to identify wetlands 
in advance of permit application, usually where federal, state, or local authorities 
are interested in particular projects. 

178 
Although this "advanced identification" 

project is not a substitute for individual permit review, it may be useful for FAHP 
projects by identifying both wetlands that may be suitable for development and 
tl-1ose that are unsuitable. 

b. Wetlands Delineation.-The question of what constitutes a "wetland" has 
been a persistent source of controversy. After a good deal of debate,

179 
EPA and 

t rie Corps adopted identical language interpreting the Clean Water Act: 

The term 'wetlands' means those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or 
ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal 

co 



circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in satu
rated soil conditions. Wetlands include swemps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas.

180 

This regulatory definition, which has been adopted by DOT,
181 

means that a 
wetland is any area wet enough to be dominated by plants adapted to survive in 
water-logged soils.

182 

Water near the soil surface eliminates oxygen, and plants that can survive 
without oxygen for even short periods require special plant adaptations. Wetland 
vegetation consists of these plants.183 Vegetation. meeting these criteria and the 
soils necessary to produce it are reliable wetland indicators. However, the causa
tive agent for both wetland soils and vegetation is hydrology-the presence of 
water. Hydrology is the best evidence of a wetland, but it is also the most unreli
able because surface water characterizes many wetlands only during wet sea
sons.184 Thus, wetlands delineation has focused on a complex set of criteria involv
ing soils, vegetation, and hydrology, and those criteria have engendered 
widespread controversy. 

During the 1980s, inconsistent application of wetlands parameters by various 
federal agencies inspired the Corps of Engin.eers to produce the 1987 Corps wet
lands delineation manual,185 a document that enihraced a "multiple parameter" 
approach. That is_, it required at least one positive indicator for each of the soils, 
vegetation, and hydro.logy parameters for a site to be considered a wetland.

186 
For 

example, the vegetation parameter required that more than half of the area's 
dominant species be wetland vegetation. The hydrology parameter required satu
ration in major portions of the vegetative root zone (usually within 12 inches of 
the surface) during the growing season.

187 
Because the 1987 manual was not 

mandatory for Corps field offices, and also because it excluded certain wetland 
areas with unusual vegetation, it was not widely adopted by other federal agen
cies with wetland responsibilities.188 

In 1989, the Corps, along with EPA, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Soil 
Conservation Service, released a joint manual adopting a single technical ap
proach for wetland identification.188 This manual was mandatory for federal 
agencies, and it reduced the discretion of delineators by providing greater speci
ficity of the field inilicators necessary to satisfy the wetlands parameters.

190 
For 

example, the 1989 manual stated that the hydrology parameter could be satisfied 
by 7 consecutive days of saturation within 6 to 18 inches of the surface during the 
grov;::i,g season, rathe~ t~an saturation during a percentage of the growing sea
son. Perhaps more s1gmficant, the 1989 manual allowed the field indicators of 
one parameter to satisfy other parameters in certain situations, thereby making 
it easier for an area to be identified as a wetland.192 For ex.ample wetland hydrol
ogy was inferred from wetland vegetation a nd soils under the premise that the 
v egetation and soils could have developed only under wet conditions.193 

The 1989 manual was widely criticized by the regulated community, both be
cause it seemed to increase the acreage subject to federal regulation and because 
it did so without providing for public notice and comment.194 In 1991, the Bush 
Administration proposed changes to the manual that would have substantially 
changed the soil, vegetat ion, and h ydrology criteria, thereby excluding large ar
eas formerly considered wetlands .1

\15 For example, u nder the Bush proposal at 
least 21 consecutive days of saturation of the surface, or 15 consecutive days of 
water above the surface, would have been required to satisfy the hydrology crite
ria.196 The proposed changes set off a firestorm of controversy. Environmentalists 
claimed it would exclu_de from federal protection roughly half the wetlands in the 
contiguous United States; these areas supplied an estimated $70 billion worth of 

sewage treatment, furnished habitat for around 200 species protected or being 
considered for protection under the Endangered Species Act, and provided a large 
portion of important wintering, resting, and breeding grounds for migratory wa
terfowl.197 One field study in Idaho indicated that two-thirds of that state's wet
lands would fail to meet the proposed new criteria.198 

In response to the controversy, Congress moved to block the revision. The 1992 
Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act prohibited the use of either 
the 1989 manual or the 1991 proposal without formal notice and comment rule
making.199 The Clinton Administration's 1993 wetlands plan called for continued 
use of the 1987 delineation manual pending completion of a National Academy of 
Sciences study on wetland classification for regulatory purposes.2

00 

Two other initiatives of the Clinton wetlands plan will affect regulatory juris
diction over wetlands. First, the plan disclaimed jurisdiction over wetlands that 
were drained and cropped prior to December 23, 1985, the date Congress enacted 
the swampbuster provisions of the Food Security Act,2°1 which eliminated agricul
tural subsidies for farmers who clear and drain wetlands.2°2 This eliminated ju
risdiction over 53 million acres of "prior converted" wetlands. 203 Second, the Clin
ton plan gave the Soil Conservation Service authority to make wetlands 
determinations in farming areas.204 Although an interagency agreement imple
menting this directive was signed on January 6, 1994,

205 
the Soil Conservation 

Service's wetland identification procedures have been subsequently criticized by 
EPA for being inconsistent with the 1987 delineation manual.2°

6 

FHW A also has recognized the need for accurate and consistent wetlands 
evaluation techniques. In 1983, FHWA published a two-volume manual on wet
land functional assessment for use by highway offi.cials.207 The manual, known as 
the Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET), was originally created only for state 
and federal highway officials, but was revised in 1991 to encourage use by other 
agencies.2°8 The manual, which was sponsored by EPA, the Corps, and FHWA, 
describes itself as a "broad-brush approach" to wetland evaluation that is based 
on correlative predictors of wetland functions that can be gathered quickly. 209 Its 
purpose is to alert highway planners to the probability that a particular wetland 
performs specific functions and to provide information regarding the likely sig
nificance of those functions. Because WET is intended to provide a relatively fast 
preliminary assessment, its authors caution that the technique should not be 
used where questions regarding wetland functions must be answered defini
tively.210 

2. Jurisdiction Over Activities 

a. Definition of"Discharge."---Section 404 requires a permit for the "discharge" 
of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States."' What constitutes a 
discharge is not clear. For example, draining a wetland by discharging fill into 
the wetland has not been considered to require a permit, a conclusion recently 
~ffi.~med by t he Fifth Circuit.211 However, regulatory guidance issued by the Corps 
md1cates that, while draining a wetland may not require a permit because of the 
absence of a discharge, subsequent development activities on the drained wetland 
may well require a Section 404 permit, because the area may still satisfy the 
definition of wetland, which includes areas that under normal conditions contain 
a prevalence of vegetation adapted to live in wetland soils. 213 

Regulation of land-clearing activities, such as excavation, ditching and chan
nelization that destroy or damage wetlands, has also been uncertain.' The Corps 
has traditionally regulated ditching activities where the material was deposited co 



on adjacent wetlands to create spoil :i::iles or berms. Bt:t where the excavated ma
terial was nearly completely removed to surrounding uplands, the Corps has been 
inconsistent, with regulation varying among Corps districts.

214 
Current Corps 

regulations define "discharge of dredged material" to exclude de minimus inciden
tal soil movement occurring during normal dredging operations. 215 However, in 
Avoyelles Sportsmen's League u. Marsh, the Fifth Circuit ruled that discharges 
included redeposit of soil taken from wetlands during mechanized land-clearing 
activities. 216 Recently, to resolve a suit brought by the North Carolina Wildlife 
Federation,217 the Corps and EPA issued new regulations that subject all mecha
nized land-clearing, ditching, channelization, and other excavation activities that 
destroy or degrade wetlands to Sect.on 404 regulation. 218 The new rules clarify 
that placement of pilings constitute the discharge of fill material where they in 
effect replace aquatic areas or change the bottom elevation of the body of water or 
serve the same functional use as a solid fill foundation, altering the flow and cir
culation of waters.

219 
However, linear projects-such as bridges---<lo not require 

Section 404 permits,220 although they are regulated under the Rivers and Harbors 
Act.2

21 

b. Exempt Actiuities.-The 1977 Amendments to the Clean Water Act created 
several exemptions from Section 404 to reduce the program's regulatory burden. 
First, Section 404(0 exempts six ca~egories of minor discharges into wetlands 
associated with small-scale, relatively routine activities. Notably, no permits are 
required for (1) "normal" farming, ranching, and forestry activities, such as 
plowing, minor draining, and harvesting; (2) constructing or maintaining farm or 
stock ponds, irrigation ditches, or maintaining (not constructing) drainage 
ditches; (3) constructing temporary sedimentation basins on construction sites; 
and (4) constructing or maintaining farm, forest, or mining roads. 222 None of these 
exemptions is available if the discharge wouJd cha.age the use of the waters, im
pair the flow or circulation, or reduce the.ir rea,:h.223 Thus, only routine activities 
with minor effects on waters are exEmpt; actions with greater effects require a 
permit. Whenever there will be significant discernible alteration to water flow or 
circulation, Corps regulations presume that a permit is required.224 

The regulations implementing these exemptions construe the statute nar
rowly. They require that "normal" farming, ranching, or forestry activities must 
be part of an "established (i.e., on-going)" operation. Thus, activities that bring an 
area into agricultural use for the .fi.n.t time are not considered part of an estab
lished operation and are thus not eligible for an exemption.125 Also, the regula
tions specify that the minor drainage exemption does not apply if the drainage 
converts wetlands into nonwetlands or "significantly modifies" any wetland 
area. 22

" Narrow regulatory interpretations of the exemptions have been upheld 
consistently by the courts.2:1

7 

The exemptions with greatest applicability to FAHP appear to be the mainte
nance of drainage ditches and the construction of temp:>rary sedimentation basins 
on construction sites. Construction sites are defined in Corps regulations to in
clude any site involving the erection of roads and support facilities where runoff 
is controlled through temporary sedimentation basins.

228 
Case law interpreting 

the drain maintenance exemption has compared the size of the drain as originally 
designed with the drain as repaired and has suigested that periodic, regular 
maintenance is necessary to invoke tl:.e exemption.· 9 

The second major category of activities exempted from the Section 404 per
mitting program is federal construction projects specifically authorized by Con
gress.230 This exemption, authorized by Section 404(r), was included by Congress 

J .. 

in the 1977 amendments out of concern that the executive branch would use Sec
tion 404 to veto federally funded water projects. 231 However, Section 404(r) has 
been rarely invoked and never judicially challenged. Further, it is clear from leg
islative history that this exemption is inapplicable to FHW A highway projects 
because Congress intended it to apply only to projects entirely planned, financed, 
and constructed by a federal agency.232 

3. General Permits 

The 1975 decision in NRDC u. Callaway forced the Corps to expand dramati
cally its Section 404 regulatory powers over wetlands. 233 In an attempt to reduce 
demands on limited Corps administrative resources, the Corps issued regulations 
in 1975 authorizing "general" permits for certain "clearly described categories of 
structures or work" that otherwise would require individual permits.234 Following 
the Corps' lead, Congress, in the 1977 amendments, statutorily :reduced the po
tentiaJ regulatory burden of Section 404 by authorizing the Corps to issue general 
perm.its on a state, regional, or nationwide basis. 235 General permits are effec
tively permits by rule. 236 Complying with the rules exempts certain categories of 
activities from the individual permit requirements that are "similar in nature" 
and result in only minimal adverse environ.mental effects.237 General permits are 
valid for up to 5 year.s,238 and nationwide permits are subject to compliance with 
Section 404(b)(l) guidelines. 239 

There are two types of general permits: nationwide and regional. ·Nationwide 
permits are promulgated by the Corps chief of engineers after public notice and 
comment;"0 regional permits are issued by Corps division or district engineers 
after notice and comment on a regional or statewide basis. 241 The nationwide pro
gram permits approximately 80 percent of the actions regulated by the Section 
404 program; some 75,000 discharges were authorized by nationwide permits in 
l!l90.242 

a. Nationwide Permits.-The Corps revised the nationwide permit program in 
late 1991. 'I'he revised program came into effect on January 21, 1992.243 There are 
now 36 nationwide permits, authorizing discharges associated with a broad scope 
of activities. 244 The most significant of the nationwide permits for FAHP are as 
follows: number 3, authorizing maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, or replace
ment of previously authorized fills;"' number 12, authorizing backfill or bedding 
for utility lines;246 number 14, authorizing minor road crossing fills that involve 
less than 200 cubic yards of fill below the ordinary high-water mark;"7 number 
18, authorizing discharges of less than 25 cubic feet of fill and causing the loss of 
less than one-tenth of an acre of wetlands;"" number 23, authorizing activities by 
other federal agencies that are categorically excluded from the environmental 
impact statement requirement of NEPA;249 number 25, authorizing filling into 
construction form for pile supports and bridge and walkway footings; 250 number 
213, authorizing fills of less than 10 acres above the headwaters of streams and in 
isolated waters;"' number 27, authorizing wetland and riparian restoration and 
creation controlled by federal agencies;252 and number 33, authorizing dewatering 
of construction sites meeting specified best-management practices. 

253 

Many of these nationwide permits are subject to predischarge notification re
quirements, which allow the Corps and other agencies 30 days to review the pro
posed activity.254 All activities authorized by nationwide permits must satisfy cer
tain terms and conditions, including having appropriate erosion and siltation 
controls, preventing significant disruptions to the migration of indigenous aquatic 
life, and placing mats under heavy equipment in wetlands. 255 Nationwide permits 
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are unavailable for activities occurring in wild and scenic rivers (including study 
rivers) or tribal lands, activities affecting property listed on the National Register 
of Historic Places, or activities jeopardizing the continued existence of species 
listed under the Endangered Species Act or modifying their designated critical 
habitat.256 District engine.ers have discretionary authority to modify any o.ation
wide permit by requiring special case-by-case conditions or requiring an individ
ual permit where an action would produce more than a minimal adverse effect on 
the aquatic environment. 257 States may also limit nationwide permits by denying 
or placing conditions on required water-quality and coastal zone certifications.

258 

The most controversial of the nationwide permits is number 26, which 
authorizes discharges into wetlands smaller than 10 acres and that are located 
above the "headwatersn of nontidal waters or in "isolated waters" not part of a 
surface. tributary system.

259 

An estimated 40,000 discharges are authorized annually under this permit.
260 

If the fill to be allowed under this nationwide permit would affect more than one 
acre of wetlands, however, the permittee is subject to a predischarge notification 
requirement.261 On receipt of the predischarge notification, the district enginee·r 
must review the proposed fill and determine whether the nationwide permit ap
plies or whether an individual Section 404 permit should be required.262 The Clin
ton Administration's 1993 wetlands plan promised a Corps "field level review and 
evaluation" of nationwide permit 26 to make the authorization more sensitive to 
local conditions.263 This regionalization may allow certain locally important types 
of wetlands, such as vernal pools in California and prairie potholes in the upper 
Midwest, to be excluded from the reach of nationwide permit 26.

264 

Courts have given narrow interpretations to the nationwide permit program. 
Where the Corps denies a permit applicant permission to fill wetlands under a 
general permit, courts will defer to the agency, affirming the decision as long as 
the Corps provides a rational explanation for the denial.:.s ln Industrial Highway 
Corporation u. Danielson,"" the court held that a Corps decision to prohibit a 
permit applicant from proceeding under nationwide permit 26 was not a "final 
agency action" and therefore was not judicially reviewable .267 Further, the First 
Circuit has indicated that nationwide permit 26 could not be applied at all in 
Massachusetts because that state denied the requisite water-quality certifica-
ti 
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b. Regional Permits.-Regional permits may be issued by the Corps division 
and district engineers.ug Like nationwide permits, they may be subject to predis
charge notification requirements and may impose specified conditions.270 One 
kind of regional permit that the Corps regulations authorize is a programmatic 
permit, whlch is designed to eliminate duplication with other federal, state, or 
local regulatory programs.271 These statewide regional permits should not be con
fused with authorized state Section 404 programs, which must be approved by 
EPA and which operate, subject to EPA veto, in lieu of the Corps' permit pro
gra.m.272 Thus far, only Michigan has an approved Section 404 program.'.!73 

4. Individual Permits 
When a discharge does not qualify for a general permit, an individual permit is 

required. Individual permits under Section 404 may be issued both before~' and 
after a discharge into wetlands occurs.g" The Corps encourages preapplication 
consultation, which enables Corps staff to advise applicants on studies and other 

information required to process an application.
276 

Generally, applicants interested 
in obtaining a Section 404 permit must first submit an application to the local 
Corps district eogineer,m who issues public ootice,m determines whether a public 
hearing should be required /7° and provides the appropriate level of NEPA analy
sis.200 In reviewing a permit application the Corps is required to consult with the 
Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service to prevent 
damage to wildlife likely to be caused by the proposed activity. 281 Few permit ap
plications are ultimately denied, although many applications are withdrawn. In 
1990, for example, the Corps denied only six permits, but one-third of the appli
cations were withdrawn for one reason or another.282 

lnteragency review of permits is a critical part of the Section 404 process. 
Corps regulations recognize that Section 404 permits are subject to review under 
a variety of federal laws, including NEPA, the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 
the Endangered Species Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, the Wild and 
Scenic Rivers Act, the Coastal Zone Management Act, and the Clean Water Act's 
state water quality-certification process.283 Satisfying these laws often requires 
more time than the 60 days within which the Corps' regulations aim to have most 
Section 404 permit decisions completed.264 To expedite permit reviews, Congress 
enacted Section 404(q), which authorized the Corps to enter into memoranda of 
agreement (MOAs) with EPA, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Na
tional Marine Fisheries Service to minimize delays in permit reviews.285 MOAs 
signed in 1992 limit the ability of EPA and the federal fish and wildlife agencies 
to invoke an interagency appeal process by which the federal reviewing agencies 
may administratively appeal objectionable permits to the assistant secretary of 
the army.268 Permit elevations (and consequent processing delays) may now be 
invoked only where a discharge would have "a substantial and unacceptable im
pact on aquatic resources of national importance."'

87 In the past, permit elevations 
oc_curred on ;f.Proximately 15 percent of individual permits, generally taking 90 
to 120 days. The 1992 MOAs are designed to reduce the number of interagency 
elevations.= 

Corps district and division engineers also have the authority to elevate permit 
decisions on their own motion under certain conditions.200 Although Corps regu
lations anticipate quite a bit of interagency consultation, district engineers need 
not defer to the views of other agencies except where required by other statutory 
provisions,29 1 such as in the case of state water-quality certifications and coastal 
zone conditions.m The regulations suggest that district engineers should make 
thefr permit decisions where other agencies have yet to grant their authoriza
tions.293 Permit decisions must be documented in a "statement of findings" or, 
where an environmental impact statement has been prepared, a "record of deci
sion.ni•• 

One kind of Section 404 authorization is a "letter of permission."295 This type of 
permit is issued through an abbreviated process that does not include a public 
notice, but does include fish and wildlife agency consultation.296 Letters of per
mission may substitute for individual Section 404 permits for categories of activi
ties approved by the district engineer after consultation with EPA, federal and 
state fish and wildlife agencies, and the state ce.rtifying agencies for water-quality 
and coastal zone programs. 

297 
The categorical list of activities included for letter of 

permission is subject to public notice and coastal zone and water-quality certifi
cation, but the particular discharges may be exempted from these require
ments. 298 ...... 
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5. Permit Standards 

There are essentially two substantive standards Section 404 imposes on per
mitted activities, apart from the consultation process designed to produce compli
ance with the non-Section 404 sta!ldards mentioned earlier."''" These are the Sec
tion 404(b) guidelines and the public iI:terest review. 

a. 404(b) Guidelines.-Section 404(b)(l ) requires all Section 404 permits to be 
evaluated by criteria promulgated by EPA "in conjunction with" the Corps.300 For 
many years, it was not clear whether these "guidelines" were binding or advi
sory, 301 but it is now settled that no Section 404 permit may be issued without 
satisfying the guidelines.302 The Section 404(b) guidelines are the primary envi
ronmental criteria of the Section 404 permit process. However, because proposed 
discharges must satisfy both the guidelines and the public interest review, it is 
possible (although unlikely) for a proposal satisfying the guidelines to be denied a 
permit oc. public interest review grounds.303 

(1) Basic Requirements.-Section 404(b) guidelines begin with the precept that 
no d1scharge into wetlands will be authorized if that discharge would have an 
unacceptable adverse impact" on the aquatic ecosystem.3

04 
Thus, the guidelines 

prohibit discharges causing "significant degradation" to the waters of the United 
States,3°' a finding that to date has been seldom made.3""' 

A more frequent cause for noncompliance with the guidelines is the require
men.t prohibiting discharge filling of wetlands where there exists a "practicable 
alternative" having a less adverse im1=act on the aquatc ecosystem.307 The guide
lines define a practicable alternative as one "available and capable of being done 
after taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of 
overall project purposes.'"'

08 
This mea:is that even alternative sites not actually 

owned by the permit applicant may be considered to be practicable if the site 
could reasonably be obtained and used to fulfill the basic purpose of the proposed 
activity.309 Further, in the case of wetlands and other "special aquatic sites," the 
guidelines establish a rebuttable presumption that practicable alternatives exist 
where the proposed activity is not "water dependentn31c-that is, truly dependent 
on access to water, like a marina.'

11 
To rebut this presumption, an applicant must 

show there are no upland sites that could accommodate the project. Even for wa
ter-dependent projects the guidelines require a showing that the proposed dis
charge is the least environ.mentally damaging among appropriate alternatives.

312 

The guidelines completely prohibit permit issuance for certain types of dis
charges;313 they forbid any discharge that would have significant adverse effects 
on human health or welfare, recreation, aesthetics, aqi.:atic ecosystems, and wild
life dependent on aquatic ecosystems.314 Finally, the guidelines stipulate that no 
discharges shall be permitted unless "appropriate and practicable" mitigation 

• • th t · t 315 measures are implemented to mini.mlze unpacts on e aqua 1c ecosys em. 
Applying the guidelines to specific proposed discharges is often controversial 

because of the subjective nature of the determinations they require. The most 
frequently litigated issue under Section 404(b) guidelines involves whether there 
exist practicable alternatives to a proposed discharge i;hat would have a less ad
verse impact on the wetland. Corps determinations under the guidelines are re
viewed under the deferential arbitrary and capricious standard, and courts will 
uphold Corps ·decisions as long as they are reasonably supported by the adminis
trative record.316 Thus, the Corps is net required to conduct feasibility evaluations 
for every alternative site before determining that no practicable alternatives exist 
and may rely on an analysis of alternatives previously ;ire pared by other agencies 

J ' ' 

under NEPA.
317 

Because the Corps has broad discretion in making the practicable 
alternatives determination under Section 404(b) guidelines, findings of no practi
cable alternatives are regularly upheld by the courts. 318 

Although the Corps mu.st consider the applicant's view of a proposed project's 
purpose in applying the practicable alternatives test,

319 
the Corps will independ

ent ly evaluate the project's purpose in light of public interest and not rely exclu
sively on the applicant's perspective.320 However, applicant costs and logistical 
difficulties may justify a finding of no practicable alternati.ves m although one 
court held that additional cost alone would support a finding of no practicable 
alternatives only where the competing alternatives were reasonably equivalent in 
terms of technological feasibility, potential for environmental harm, and other 
relevant factors .322 

(2) Mitigation.-To avoid significant degradation to waters of the United 
States, Section 404(b) guidelines require steps to minimize impacts, known as 
mitigation.3

zi Mitigation has been controversial because the Corps and EPA fre
quently rusagreed over how to interpret this requirement.314 However, in 1990, 
th,? two agencies signed an MOA that largely adopted EPA's interpcetation.iu 
Under this agreement, the goal is "no overall net loss of [wetlands] values and 
functions."

326 
However, the agreement does allow deviations from the "no net loss" 

goal where mitigation measures are not feasible or practicable or would accom
plish only an inconsequential reduction of impacts.327 

One of the most important chanNs ,VTought by the mitigation MOA is the 
adoption of mitigation "sequencing. Under this concept, the Corps and EPA 
will prefer practicable alternatives that avoid losses or adverse impacts to wet
lands and other aquatic areas. If losses or impacts cannot be avoided, they are to 
be minimized through project modifications. If there nevertheless remain wetland 
lm:ses or other adverse impacts after project modifications, the MOA calls for 
compensatory, mitigation such as on-site or off-site restoration or creation of 
wetlands. Although the "no net loss" goal is based on wetland functions and val
ues, not wetland acres, the MOA calls for a minimum one-for-one functional re
placement to provide an adequate margin of safety in light of the uncertain suc
ce:,s of wetland creation and restoration efforts.

3
• 'l\vo limited exceptions to 

mitigation sequencing are provided in the 1990 MOA: (1) where necessary to 
avoid environmental harm, such as where necessary to protect an aquatic area 
from salt water intrusion; and (2) where EPA and the Corps agree that the pro
posed discharge will produce an insignificant environmental loss or an environ
mental gain. 330 

In 1992, the Bush Administration. proposed to amend Section 404(b) guidelines 
to exempt Alaska from the requirement of mitigation sequen.cing.11.11 However, the 
Clinton Administration's wetlands program scuttled this initiative.:m A promising 
means of satisfying a mitigation requirement is through establishing "mitigation 
banks," a concept that received statutory endorsement in the 1991 enactment of 
ISTEA.333 Mitigation banks are discussed in the penultimate section of this 
study.334 

b. The Public Interest Reuiew.-Corps regulations require all individual Sec
tion 404 permits to undergo public interest review. 335 The public interest review 
applies to all the regulatory programs implemented by the Corps, requiring the 
Corps to apply a general balancing scheme that weighs "[t]he benefits which rea
sonably may be expected to accrue from the proposal . . . against its reasonably 
foreseeable detriments . .,331! Io so doing, the Corps must evaluate both probable 
and cumulative impacts of the proposed activities on the public interest.~1 The 
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regulations state that the public interest review will consider all relevant factors 
in the balancing process, including the public and private need for the project, 
alternative locations and means of accomplishing the objective, conservation, 
aesthetics, recreation, and many other factors ranging from "energy needs" and 
"food and fiber production" to "considerations of property ownership. ,,a38 

The Corps' public interest review regulations specify eight broad categories of 
wetlands that perform functions "important to the public interest ... [constituting] 
a productive and valuable public resource, the unnecessary alteration or destruc
tion of which should be discouraged as contrary to the public interest. ,,JSll For 
these "important" wetlands,"0 the regulations impose a presumption of no dis
charge, and the Corps may not grant a Section 404 permit unless the benefits of 
the proposed alterations outweigh the damage to the wetlands resource.341 Be
cause the public interest review process is a fundamentally open-ended and dis
cretionary task, courts afford substantial deference to Corps conclusions, gener
ally upholding find.i.ngs that proposed discharges are in the public interest as long 
as there exists reasonable support for the findings in the administrative record.342 

For example, in Sylvester v. United States Army Corps of Engineers,
343 

the Ninth 
Circuit upheld the Corps' issuance of a Section 404 permit to fill wetlands neces
sary to construct a proposed golf course because of the importance of the golf 
course in making a resort project an economically viable facility. The court noted 
that Corps regulations allowed it to consider a wider range of facts in its public 
interest analysis than those required under the "reasonable alternatives" lan
guage of NEPA.344 However, the public interest review does have its limits. One 
court overturned a district engineer's rejection of a fill for a shopping mall on 
socioeconomic grounds unrelated to the impact that the proposed project would 
have on the environment.

345 

6. Permit Vetoes 

An unusual aspect of the Section 404 program is that Corps-issued permits are 
subject to EPA veto. Section 404(c) authorizes a veto where a proposed discharge 
would have an "unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water supplies, shellfish 
beds, and fishery areas (including spawning and breeding areas), wildlife or rec
reation areas.,,a46 EPA has promulgated detailed regulations specifying the proce
dure for Section 404(c) vetoes, including public notice and an opportunity for a 
hearing,347 but the veto regulations contain almost no substantive standards. In
stead, EPA uses Section 404(c) vetoes to enforce its interpretation of the substan
tive requirements in the Section 404(b) guidelines. 348 

There have been relatively few Section 404(c) vetoes-only 12 final vetoes as of 
mid-1992, although other projects have been stopped by threatened or proposed 
vetoes.349 What little litigation there has been under Section 404(c) has mostly 
been deferential to EPA. In the leading case, the Second Circuit upheld EPA's 
veto of a permit for a mall project in Attleboro, Massachusetts, affirming EPA's 
interpretation that available practicable alternatives had to be measured by all 
available sites at the time the developer entered the real estate market.350 To 
satisfy Section 404(b) guidelines, the developer had to demonstrate that no up
land sites were available at that time. The Attleboro Mall case sanctioned EPA's 
use of the Section 404(c) veto to enforce the Section 404(b) guidelines. 351 

A case involving the Lake Alma Dam in Georgia was also deferential to EPA. 
The court ruled that EPA did not have to explain why the Corps' view that the 
impoundment would produce valuable habitat was erroneous; instead, EPA 
merely had to explain why its own position that the project would produce an 

unacceptable loss of wildlife habitat was rational. 352 Another case, this one involv
ing a municipal water supply project on Ware Creek in James City County, Vir
ginia, was initially not deferential to EPA. There the Fourth Circuit affirmed a 
district court reversal of an EPA veto on the grounds that there was no substan
tial evidence supporting EPA's determination that there were practicable alter
natives to the project's flooding of 425 acres of wetlands.353 A subsequent EPA 
veto-based not on the availability of practicable alternatives, but on unaccept
able adverse environmental impacts-was also set aside by the district court, on 
the grounds that EPA gave insufficient attention to the need to satisfy municipal 
water supplies,354 an express requirement in EPA's Section 404(c) regulations. 3£5 

However, on appeal the Fourth Circuit reversed the district court, upholding 
EPA's veto on the grounds that the agency could veto the permit solely on the 
basis of the project's unacceptable adverse effects on the environment.356 

B. Swampbuster Provisions of the Food Security Act 

Although primarily intended as a disincentive to conversion of erodible lands 
and wetlands to agricultural use, the conservation provisions of the Food Security 
Act (FSA)357 of 1985 may have implications for FAHP projects. The most impor
tant provisions of FSA are (1) the "swampbuster" provisions,358 which prohibit 
federal subsidization of agricultural operators who convert wetlands to agricul
tural use, and (2) the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP),359 added in 1990,360 

which authorizes the secretary of agriculture to obtain conservation easements in 
up to 1 million acres of converted land for wetlands preservation and restoration 

361 purposes. 
FSA requires the secretary of agriculture to delineate wetlands,362 but also 

requires the secretary of agriculture to consult with the secretary of the interior 
on identification of wetlands, determination of exemptions, promulgation of 
regulations, mitigation, and restoration of wetland values. 363 The Clinton Admini
stration's wetlands plan assigns final delineation authority over wetlands in agri
cultural areas to the Department of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service.364 A 
January 6, 1994, interagency agreement between EPA, the Corps, the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, and the Soil Conservation Service allocates responsibilities 
among the agencies with respect to agricultural wetlands.365 

The wetlands protection offered by the swampbuster provisions may prove to 
be highly theoretical because swampbuster and its regulations offer a number of 
exemptions for such areas that were converted to upland prior to the enactment 
of FSA, for disturbances having minimal effects, and for conversions that relied 
on misrepresenta tions by regulatory officials. In addition, graduated sanctions 
are also available.:166 The Clinton wetlands plan confirmed that agricultural wet
lands destroyed prior to the enactment of FSA in 1985 will be exempt from Sec
tion 404 j urisdiction.

367 
Further, the swampbuster program is administered by the 

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, which relies on local county 
commissions for implementation; some have charged that both the motivation 
and the expertise to administer the act effectively are lacking. 368 

The primary effect of both swampbuster provisions and WRP provisions on 
FAHP projects is to increase the likelihood that wetlands will be encountered 
either because a wetland has been protected or because it has been restored. 
FHWA regulations implementing the Wetlands Executive Order and DOT Order 
5660.lA

369 
require FAHP projects to avoid new construction in privately owned 

wetlands unless there is no practicable alternative. Even if construction is al-



lowed, all practicable mitigation measures must be taken.
370 

Where federal con
servation easements have been obtained under WRP, FAHP projects may have to 
satisfy Section 4(f) because a conservation easement constitutes a form of public 
ownership,371 and WRP land is administered in part as migratory bird and wildlife 
habitat.372 Under Section 4(f), it woulc not be necessary for an FAHP project to be 
in the WRP wetland for avoidance or mitigation to :>e necessary because con
structive use is possible where substantial impairment of the wetland would oc
cur.373 Further, where WRP wetlands are encountered, they are likely to be sig
nificant and thus to trigger Section 4(f), because priority is given under WRP to 
acquiring permanent conservation easements that are of high value for protecting 
and enhancing migratory bird and wildlife habitat.a:, /l..s a resul t, wetlands under 
WRP are likely to be functionally significant, and their importance is magnified 
by the fact that they are under a long-term or permanent conservation easement. 
Even if a WRP wetland does not trigger Section 4(f)-as might be possible if the 
Department of Agriculture does not claim that a primay function of a wetland is 
to serve waterfowl and wildlife refuge purposes-the prioritizing involved in se
lection of WRP lands increases the likelihood that the selected wetlands will 
serve .important purposes and that increased resistance to the action or increased 
mitigation measures will be necessary u.ader the Wetlands Executive Order."' 

C. The Wetlands Executive Order and DOT Order 5660.1A 

The Wetlands Executive Order376 and the DOT order issued to ensure compli
ance with the executive order377 impose additional limitations on FAHP projects in 
wetland areas.378 These orders place procedural and substantive restrictions on 
federal actions in wetlands, including financial assistance, licensing activities, 
and acquisition and disposal of federal lands.379 These restrictions can produce 
both direct and indirect constraints on FAHP projects. 

The Wetlands Executive Order applies to all federal agencies and provides in 
pertinent part: 

[E]ach agency, to the extent permitted by law, shall avoid undertaking or providing as
sistance for new construction located in wetlands unless the head of the agency finds ( 1) 
that there is no practicable alternative. and (2) that the proposed action includes all 
practicable measures to minimize harm to wetlands which may result from such use. In 
making th.is finding the head of the agency may take into account economic, environ
mental and other pertinent factors .""" 

The executive order requires each agency to provide opportunity for timely 
public review of proposals for new construction in wetlands, even if an action's 
effects are not significant enough to require an environmental impact statement 
under NEP A.381 

The restrictions imposed by the Wetlands Executive Order are less restrictive 
than the Section 4(f) restrictions.382 For example, courts have held that the Wet
lands E:imcutive Order's requirement of "no practicable alternative" is less re
strictive than Section 4(fYs requirement of "no feasible alternative."

383 
Further, 

the Wetlands Executive Order focuses primarily on construction in wetlands, 
while Section 4(f) can be triggered by "constructive use," which merely adversely 
affects wetlands.384 Nevertheless, the Wetlands Executive Order applies to all 
wetlands,385 not just publicly owned lands subject to certain uses.

386 
Moreover, the 

Wetlands Executive Order applies not only to direct FAHP activities, such as 
construction and funding of projects in wetlands, but also to the actions of other 
federal agencies in disposing of federally owned wetlands or in granting ease
ments or rights of way.337 The executive order requires federal agencies to con-

.. ' 

sider the effects of proposed actions on the "survival and quality" of wetlands388 

and directs them to consider, among other things, effects on (1) water supplies; (2) 

water quality; (3) flood hazards; (4) conservation and long-term preservation of 
existing flora and fauna species, and habitat diversity and stability of fish and 
wildlife; and (5) other uses in the public interest.33

" The executive order author
iz,es agencies to place restrictive covenants on land or to withhold land from dis
posal to protect wetlands.390 

DOT Order 5660.lA crystallizes th€ requirements of the Wetlands Executive 
Order by providing definitions and specific procedures for applying the policies of 
the executive order to transportation projects. The DOT order embraces the in
tent of the executive order by stating that "(t]he policy of this order applies to any 
project located in or having an impact on wetlands."

391 
The DOT order's definition 

of wetlands is similar in scope to the definition in the executive order, but pro
vides more criteria for a wetlands determination.'92 Significantly, the DOT ac
knowledged that the wetlands ecosystem includes areas that affect or are affected 
by the wetland area, and that wetlands may be affected indirectly by activities 
outside the area exhibiting wetlands characteristics.393 However, the importance 
of FHWA's acknowledging that actions outside of the wetlands area may affect 
wetlands is reduced by the fact the FHWA has limited its responsibilities under 
the executive order to impacts that are directly highway related, relying on other 
statutes for consideration of secondary impacts.

394 

The DOT order also limits the extent of reliance on economic considerations in 
making determinations under the executive order, noting that, while cost may be 
taken into account in determining that there is no practicable alternative, "[s]ome 
additional cost alone will not necessarily render alternatives or minimization 
measures impractical since additional cost would normally be recognized as nec
ei:sary and justified to meet national wetland policy objectives."395 Thus, under the 
DOT order, cost is a limited factor for determining (1) that there is no alternative 
to wetlands development and (2) what constitutes practicable mitigation meas
ures in filling the requirement that all practicable measures to minimize harm to 
the wetlands must be undertak:en.39

e However, some courts have gone further 
than the DOT order. For example, the Ninth Circuit stated that "present un
availability of sufficient financial resources to implement either alternatives or 
mitigative measures cannot be used as the sole, or even the major determinant to 
a finding of impracticability."

397 

The DOT order also establishes a number of procedural requirements. Among 
the most significant of these is a requirement that an environmental impact 
statement be prepared for any project that will have a significant impact on wet
lands and that, prior to preparation of the statement other agencies with exper
tise on wetland impacts must be consulted.

399 
Before FHWA deter.mines whether 

the impacts of new construction are significant, it must identify and evaluate the 
pl·oject's effects on wetlands, and the public::: and agencies with wetlands expertise 
must be given an opportunity to comment.= Results of this review must be re
flected in the environmental impact statement or finding of no significant im
pact.400 The DOT order reiterates the Wetlands Executive Order's requirement 
that federal agencies attach appropriate conditions or withhold property from 
transfer to 1irotect \Vet lands. 

401 

The Wetlands Executive Order and DOT Order 5660.lA are limited in that 
they apply only to federal activities, which are usually limited to assistance in 
construction. Neither order is applicable to state operation and maintenance ac
tivities.402 
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D. The Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 

Although originally ·enacted and interpreted to protect navigation and com
merce the Rivers and Harbors Act (RHA) o:i of 1899 has, since the late 1960s, 
been i~terpreted to require consideration of enviroomen~l impacts."°' Se~tion 13 
of RHA,"' which prohibits the deposit of refuse in navigable waters without.! 

Permit was initially the key provision of the act for env:i.ronmental purposes, 
' ,&07 

but this section has been completely subsumed by the Clean Water Act. Sec-
tions 9 and 10 of RHA, 408 which apply to construction across navigable waters and 
to obstructions of navigable waters, are also made partially redundant by Section 
404 requirements of the Clean Water ,Act •09 because such projects will usually 
involve discharges of dredged or fill material. However, these sections of RHA 
may apply even if a Clean Water Act permit is not needed or where the Clean 
Water Act requirements are met by a nationwide permit. A Section 10 permit is 
required for structures affecting navigable waters, as well as structures in navi
gable waters."° For example, a Section 10 permit would be required for utiUty 
lines over navigable waters whether or not they involve fill,

411 
for bridge or pier 

supports,'12 for bank stabilization projects,413 and for tunnels under or affecting 
navigable waters.414 Sections 9 and 10 provide more extensive protection of navi
gable capacity than the Clean Water Act provides. 

Section 9 of RHA restricts the construction of bridges, causeways, dams, and 
dikes "over or in" navigable waters of the United States,

415 
requiring the approval 

of the secretary of transportation for the construction of bridges and causeways 
over navigable waters 416 and the approval of the chief of engineers and the secre
tary of the army for the construction of dams or dikes.'"The "over or in" language 
of Section 9 has been interpreted by the Corps to apply only to projects that 
"completely span" a navigable water,418 and courts have generally upheld this 
definition as a reasonable administrative interpretation to differentiate the re
quirements of Sections 9 and 10.419 Section 9 also requires that such structures 
receive congressional authorization or if the navigable portions of a body of water 
are wholly within one state, the authority of the state legisJatµre."

0 
However 

subsequent legislation and regulations have greatly eroded this requirement. 
Specific congressional approval of bridges is no longer necessary because the 
General Bridge Act of 1949 provides tbat the consent of Congress is granted for 
bridges approved by the secretary of transportation.421 This authority has been 
delegated to the U.S. Coast Guard to the extent that it relates to locations and 
clearances of bridges and causeways.422 Further, specific state approval will not 
usually be necessary, because wbere bridges are constructed by state or munici
pal agen.cies, primary authority will be presumed without proof.'Zl However, dams 
and dikes still require congressional or state legislative approva1.•2.< 

The first clause of Section 10 of RHA prohibits the creation of obstructions to 
the navigable capacity of waters of the United States unless the obstruction is 
affirmatively authorized by Congress.425 The second and third clauses of Section 
10 prohibit (1) the construction of piers, breakwaters, jetties, and other structures 
in waters of the United States and (2) alterations in the course, location, or capac
ity of navigable waters, "except on plans recommended by the Chief of Engineers 
and authorized by the Secretary of the Army."'

26 
Courts have interpreted the 

second and third clauses as exceptions to the first clause and as a delegation of 
authority over the navigable waters to the secretary of the army.'

27 
The secretary 

of the army has authority over a broad spectrum of obstructions. It is unlikely 
that congre.ssional approval will be necessary for any project unless the secretary 
of the army refuses to grant permission or denies authority to do so.'

28 

Although there are some Corps regulations pertaining solely to Sections 9 and 
10 of RHA,429 the general policies and procedural regulations that also apply to 
Section 404 permits apply to and form the bulk of the requirements for a Section 
9 or 10 permit.430 Permits under Sections 9 and 10 of RHA do not require compli
ance with EPA's Section 4-04(b) guidelines

431 
unless a Section 404 permit is also 

required, but they still are subject to broad review. Like projects requiring Sec
tion 404 permits, projects under Sections 9 and 10 of RHA must satisfy the Corps' 
public in.terest review process, which involves consideration of a broad range of 
economic and environmental effects, including cumulative impacts.432 This review 
involves balancing the need for the proposed structure, the practicability of alter
natives, and the duration and extent of project effects.'

33 
Some factors that must 

be considered are effects on wetlands, floodplains, coastal zones, fish and wildlife, 
and water quality.434 The review process also considers the views of expert com
ment agencies, mitigation measures, and other restrictions imposed by statute or 
executive order.'35 However, the same nationwide or regional general permits 
that exempt certain actions from individual permit requirements under Section 
404 of the Clean Water Act436 frequently exempt projects from the requirement of 
a separate permit under Section 10.

437 
Activities permitted by a state

administered Section 404 program are authorized by a nationwide Section 10 
permit.438 

RHA Section 9 regulations pertaining to bridges and causeways are adminis
tered by DOT and are thus subject to different regulations than those imposed for 
Corps-regulated projects.'

39 
Matters pertaining to bridge and causeway locations 

and clearances have been delegated to the U.S. Coast Guard. 44° Coast Guard re
view focuses primarily on navigational impacts, although it also involves verifi
cation of compliance with appUcable laws, regulations, and orders. 441 FHWA 
supplies environmental review. FHWA policy is to minimize floodplain impacts442 

and to provide for early public review and comment as part of the EPA process 
when projects involve floodplain encroachments.'"3 FHWA requires location stud
ies, including, among other things, discussion of alternatives, risks associated 
with the action, impacts on floodplain values, support of incompatible floodplain 
development, and mitigation measures.""'' Projects involving floodplain encroach
ment must be found to be the only practicable alternative." 5 Although there is 
some public involvement and consideration of environmental impacts under 
FHWA regulations, this review is not as broad as the public interest review re
quired of Corps-regulated projects. Thus, review for a Section 404 permit would 
not be redundant. Nevertheless, discharges associated with Coast Guard
approved bridges are authorized by nationwide permits.446 Causeways and ap
proach fills still require Section 404 permits and the attendant Corps review,447 

and bridges may become subject to this review if the Corps determines that they 
involve more than minimal adverse environmental effects or may be detrimental 
to the public interest.448 

Although the importance of RHA regulation has been greatly diminished by 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, Sections 9 and 10 of RHA cannot be ignored 
because they impose additional permitting requirements and-in some cases 
where Section 404 review is not necessary-additional procedures for review of 
environmental impacts. Although FAHP projects will primarily encounter Sec
tions 9 and 10 of RHA where bridges and causeways are involved,449 Section 10 
will apply even to actions more remote from the navigable waters if those actions 
will affect the location, condition, or capacity of navigable waters."° Further, 
courts have consistently recognized broad Corps discretion under RHA, 451 and 



thus RHA might serve as an indepen<ient basis for a decision to deny a permit for 
an F AHP project. 

FLOODPLAINS LAW 

There is considerable overlap between the areas of wetland and floodplain 
regulation, and they are often treated together by legal commentators.

452 
How

ever, the protective policies at work are somewhat different. While increased 
interest in wetland regulation was prompted by concerns about conservation of a 
rapidly diminishing resource, regulation of floodplain development largely re
flects governmental attempts to curtail property damage resulting from ·flood
ing.453 Floodplain management occurs through several different overlapping fed
eral laws, programs, and executive orders.""' 

Floodplains can be defined by (1) the presence of alluvial soils, (2) adjacency to 
a water body that is actively being shaped by the forces of water, either through 
erosion or sediment deposition, or (3) an estimate of the area required to carry off 
the runoff from precipitation of a given magnitude.' 05 The definition used for most 
management purposes is based on the frequency of flooding in an area. The 
Floodplains Executive Order466 defines floodplains as 

lowland and relatively flat areas adjoining inland and coa5tal waters, including flood 
prone areas of offshore islands, that ar: subject to a one percent or greater chance of 
flooding in any given year.

457 

The 100-year floodplain is used by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency to e.stabUsb management criteria in connection with the National Flood 
Insurance Program.'53 Other agencies, including DOT, the Corps of Engineers, 
and the Fish and Wildlife Service, use similar defioitions.'59 Between 162 and 195 
million acres of rural-nonfederal land are prone to flooding-this is up to 14 per
cent of total nonfederal land.

460 

Floodplains contain many of the nation's most prominent landscapes, includ
ing wetlands, fertile soils, a large number of endangered animal and plant spe
cies, and numerous arcbeological and historic s ites of considerable importance.'" 
Floodplains are an integral part of river systems because they clean away poUu
tion, store floodwater, and have many recreation benefits.

462 
The natural and 

cultural values of floodplains include both wetlands and agricultural lands that 
provide a variety of important flood and erosion control, water quality mainte
nance, groundwater recharge, wildlife habitat, and recreational, cultural, and 
scientific functions.' 63 Although mos-: of these valu.es are not associated exclu
sively with floodplains, floodplain values are, according to an interagency task 
force report, "a specialized and important component of a larger set of resources 
and values. ... [M)ost of the nation's earliest archeological and historic sites are 
found in floodplain areas which also provide unique opportunities for natural 
scientific study and research."464 

If adequate safeguards are not employed, highways may adversely affect 
floodplain resources as a result of (1) increased runoff due to vegetation clearing, 
wetlands destruction, dune removal, and other development activities like pav
ing; (2) interruption of surface groundwater movement; and (3) increased pollu
tion. 465 Highway construction can affect water flows, making otherwise unaffected 
areas subject to flooding caused by runoff and erosion. On the other hand, high
way bridges, embankments, and culverts may serve either to block or to increase 
water flows that can increase the severity of floods.'"" Highway structures can 
affect adjacent streambeds, causing degradation as a result of high flows, which 
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may alter both the location and width of a streambed.'
67 

Poorly maintained high
ways can iD,crease the accumulation of debris downstream,468 which can exacer
bate the severity of flooding. AI. the disastrous flooding of the Midwest in 1993 
vividly illustrated, flooding can result in the loss of natural and cultural values, 
loss of life, and severe damage to regional economics. With careful planning, 
however, highways need not be a threat to floodplains. 

A. The Natic>nal Flood lnsuranc:e Program and the Unified National Program for 
Floodplain !Management 

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)469 provides subsidized flood 
insurance for owners of homes and businesses located in flood-prone areas and 
promotes planning to avoid future flood damage. Through NFIP, the federal gov
e1nment makes insurance available to communities at subsidized rates. In ex
change for participation in the federal insurance program, communities must 
"a.dopt adequate floodplain ordinance- with effective enforcement provisions con
sistent with Federal standards to reduce or avoid future flood losses.••10 

NFIP also advocated a "Unified National Program for Floodplain Manage
ment."471 Through NFIP and the Unified National Program, Congress authorizes 
state and focal governments to apply uniform standards to restrict development 
in land exposed to flood damage and to improve long-range land management and 
m,e of flood-prone areas.'72 NFIP's -primary goal was to end the traditional cycle of 
building in flood-prone areas, followed by destruction, disaster relief, and rebuild
ing. In 1979, the U.S. Water Resources Council reported that "[t)he customary 
sequence of events generally continues to be (1) flooding, (2) flood losses, (3) disas
ter relief, (4) flood control projects attempting to modify the flood potential 
through provisions for storing, accelerating, blocking, or diverting flood waters, 
(5) renewed encroachment and development onto the floodplain and upstream 
watershed, (6) flooding, (7) flood losses, (8) disaster relief, (9) more projects, (10) 
m.ore encroachment and development, ad infinitum."'73 

NFIP was originally administered by the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. In 1978, Congress created the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FE.MA), an independent agency, and gave it jurisdiction over NFIP.'74 

NFIP requires FEMA to identify and publish information regardin~ al] floodplain 
areas, including coastal areas, that have "special flood hazards."' 5 .FEMA's im
plementing regulations defme the area of special flood hazards as areas that 
would be inundated by the occurrence of a 100-year flood . •1

• Once a community 
notifies FEMA that it is in a flood-prone area and prepares preliminary maps of 
the floodplain, the community must then enact a basic planning ordinance before 
FEMA wiU make subsidized insurance available.'

77 

Within NFIP, Congress called for the creation of a Unified National Program 
for Floodplain Management that would encourage state and local governments to 
minimize flood damage.'"' Under this directive, state and local governments are 
encouraged to make land use adjustments to constrict the development of land 
exposed to flood damage and to guide future construction away from areas 
threatened by flood hazards.'79 The Water ResoUices Council established the con
ceptua l framework for a Unified National Program in 1976.- The program was 
revised and updated in 1979481 and again in 1986 under the guidance of the Inter
agency Task Force on Flood plain Manage men t.'82 

The Unified National Program framework consists of both "general" policy
based principles and "working" principles. The general principles discuss gov-
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emmental responsibility for managing floodplains and the necessary components 
of sound floodplain management. For example, the general principles assert that 
although the federal government has a fundamental interest in managing the 
nation's floodplains, the basic responsibility for floodplain regulation lies with 
state and local governments. The program calls for flood-loss reduction to be 
viewed in the larger context of floodplain management, rather than as an objec
tive in itself.4"" The working principles include term definitions and set forth 
three basic strategies for achieving the objective of flood-loss reduction. The three 
strategies are as follows: 

(1) Modify susceptibility to flood damage and disruption. This includes action to avoid 
dangerous, uneconomic, undesirable, or unwise use of the floodplain. 

(2) Modify flooding. This includes traditional strategies, such as constructing dams, 
dikes, and levees, as well as channel alterations and land treatment measures. 

(3) Modify the impact of flooding on individuals and the community. This includes as
sisting communities in the preparatory, survival, and recovecy phases of floods.

454 

The planning requirements of the Unified National Program and NFIP di
rectly affect decisions concerning highway design and location. Where a compre
hensive NFIP plan exists for an area, state and local highway departments, as 
well as FHW A, must consider the floodplain impacts of any proposed highway 
project.485 Further, FHWA regulations implementing NFIP, the Unified National 
Program, and the Floodplains Executive Order place specific restrictions on 
highway projects in floodplains, prohibiting new projects that include a 
"significant encroachment" on floodplains unless there is no practicable alterna
tive.,as Because FHWA regulations specifically incorporate the Unified National 
Program, FHWA "essentially finds itself participating or requiring state highway 
agencies to participate in floodplain management planniog."

487 

B. The Floodplains Executive Order 

In an attempt to establish a coherent federal policy to protect against flood 
hazards and floodplain degradation, President Carter in 1977 issued Executive 
Order 11988. The order requires all federal agencies to evaluate the potential 
effects of their actions on floodplains and to avoid actions located in or adversely 
affecting floodplains unless there is no practicable alternative.•

88 
In 1978, the 

Water Resources Council (WRC) issued Floodplain Management Guidelines for 
implemeotiug Executive Order 11988, defining "practicable" as "capable of being 
done within existing constraints."<ot The guidelines further explain that the prac
ticability test will vary with each situation, but must include consideration of all 
"pertinent factors," such as environment, cost, or technology.4

00
The guidelines set 

out an eight-step decision-making process for all federal agencies implementing 
the order. 491 As part of this process, an agency must first consult maps provided 
by state or local agencies to detennine if a planned site is located within the 
floodplain and then assess the potential ha.zards based on the depth and velocity 
of the floodwaters to be expected at any particular looation.

492 

The agency must consider practicable alternatives to floodplain development, 
include a no-action alternative, and identify the environmentally preferred alter
native.493 The agency is required to identify and quantify all direct and indirect 
impacts of the proposed action.4

94 

Both DOT and FHWA have published regulations implementing Executive 
Order 11988. In DOT Order 5650.2, DOT applies the Floodplains Executive Order 
and WRC Floodplain Management Guidelines to "all elements of the Depart-

ment," but leaves to each agency the option of issuing its own policies and proce
dures consistent with the DOT order.4

95 
The corresponding FHWA regulations are 

more specilic than the DOT order and re~ire that any proposed projects that 
would include a "significant encroachment"' on an area subject to flooding by the 
100-year or "base" flood

497 
shall not be approved unless FHW A finds that the pro

posed significant encroachment is the only practicable alternative. The regula
tions define "practicable" as "capable of being done within reasonable natural, 
social, or economic constraints.498 A finding by FHWA of no practicable alternative 
must be supported by (1) the reasons why the proposed action must be located in 
the floodplain, (2) the alternatives considered and why they were not practicable, 
and (3) a statement indicating whether the action conforms to applicable state or 
local floodplain protection standards.'"" The regulations further require that if 
FHWA decides that encroachment by a project is unavoidable, the selected design 
must be supported by analyses of design altematives.500 The selected design must 
also be consistent with NFIP standards established by FEMA or local agencies.501 

WATER QUALITY LAW 

The nation's principal water quality law is the Clean Water Act, the goal of 
which is to preserve and restore the quality of all waters of the United States, 
including wetlands. 

502 
The permit requirements of the Clean Water Act, especially 

new stormwater regulations,5°
3 

are of primary concern to highway managers. The 
Safe Drinking Water Act, which is focused mostly on drinking water standards 
and well injection regulation, is also a concern for highway projects because it 
prohibits FAHP projects where they would affect an aquifer designated as a sole 
source of drinking water.

504 

A. The Clean Water Act (Other Than Section 404) 

The act's preservation and restoration goals are to be achieved through a 
complex intersection of ambient (environmental quality) and effiuent (end-of-the
pipe) standards that all discharges from point sources must meet through a na
tionwide permit system. Point sources are those from "any discernible, confined 
and discrete conveyance" like pipes, ditches, and channels.5°5 Nonpoint-source 
pollution, such as runoff from agricultural, silvicultural, and construction activi
ties is not subject to the national pennit system and its regulation is left largely 
to state initiatives.

500 
FAHP projects may be subject to both point (especially 

stonnwater dischaxges607
) and nonpoint source regulation. 

1. NPDES Permit Requirements 

The Clean Water Act makes "the discharge of any pollutant by any per
son ... unlawful" unless authorized by a permit.508 Permits axe issued consistent 
with national effluent limitations and state water-quality standards under the 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System PDES), established by Sec
tion 402 of the act.5°' NPDES permits are issued by EPA, or states approved for 
permitting authority by EPA, after an opportunity for a public hearing.510 

Whether administered by a state or the federal government, the NPDES pro
gram requires permits for the discharge of upollutan~11 from any "point 
source~'~ into "waters of the United States.',s13 A "discharge of a pollutant" is the 
addition of pollutants

514 
to the waters of the United States from a point source, 

including additions of pollutants from "surface runoff which is collected or chan-



neled by man; discharges through pipes, sewers, or other conveyances owned by
5

~ 

state, municipality, or other person which do not lead to a treatment works." 
Examples of pollutants include solid waste, filter backwash, sewage, heat, dis
carded equipment, rock, sand, and dirt.5 16 Thus, when a construction project in
volves an addition of pollutants from a point source into water, an NPDES permit 
is required.517 The next section, exami::i.ing stormwater discharges, discusses more 
specifically the intersection between highway construdion projects and NPDES 
permit requirements. 

2. Stormwater Discharges 

Section 301 of the Clean Water Actm requires EPA to regulate discharges from 
point sources into the waters of the United States.~•• EPA exercises this authority 
through the NPDES permit program.'20 Although EPA has not yet issued regula
tions for all categories of point source discharges, the agency has addressed some 
municipal and industrial stormwater discharges.521 These regulations will affect 
FAHP projects. Other stormwater regulations are under development and may 
prove important in the future. 5

:12 

Currently, sources for which EPA had not issued a stormwater permit before 
February 4, 1987, are subject to NPDES stormwater-discharge permit require
ments only if they (1) are associated with industrial activity, (2) are from a mu
nicipal separate storm sewer serving a population of more than 100,000, or (3) 
contribute to a water-quality violation. 521 Section 402(p)(6) of the Clean Water Act 
required EPA to issue addition.al regulations concerning stormwater discharges 
by Octo~r 1, 1993,5

2
' and further, as o_f Octo~er 1994, 

0
~1 stor.mwate.r dischar?es 

are potentially subject to NPDES pernut reqwrements. Ongmally, the deadline 
for issuance of Section 402(p)(6) regulations was 1992; other stormwater dis
charges were also to become subject to regulation at that time.°26 But Congress 
changed both dates in the wake of Natural Resources Defense Council u. EPA,321 

which held that EPA did not have authority to ignore stormwater deadlines set by 
Congress.528 However, EPA may fail to meet even the extended deadlines. Al
though the agency has established basic requirements for draft state stormwater 
permitting programs, it has set a deadline of April 3, 1995, for submittal despite 
the fact that EPA expects these plans to be essential to the development of Sec
tion 402(p)(6) state stormwater management programs, for which regulations 
were required by October 1993.62ll 

Nearly all FAHP projects will ic.volve stormwater discharges"'" from point 
sources, and they will require NPDES permits because EPA has defined "storm 
water discharge associated with industrial activity" to include discharges from 
construction activities.531 In promulgating its 1990 regulations, EPA reasoned that 
construction activities are comparable to other industrial activities and can result 
in serious water quality impacts.532 Further, EPA noted that "over a short period 
of time construction sites can contribute more sediment to streams than was 
previo~ly deposited over several decades.

533 In 1990, EPA attempted to exclude 
isolated construct.ion operations that "result in the disturbance of less than five 
acres of total land area" from the definition of discharges "associated with indus
trial activity."534 However, in 1992 the Ninth Circuit invalidated this exemption, 
finding EPA's departure from an earlier proposal for a I-acre limit to be arbitrary 
and capricious.535 As of mid-1993 EPA had yet to propose new rules or attempt to 
require permit applications from dischargers disturbing fewer than 5 acres. The 
aaency has stated that the current regulations will remain in effect until it com-

., 53' 
pletes further rulemaking. 
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Most F AHP projects require NPDES permits because they involve disturbance 
of 5 or more acres or will be "part of a larger common plan of development," and 
thus would not qualify for the exemption even if it had been upheld.537 Further, 
because EPA considers discharges from mobile asphalt or concrete plants to be 
"associated with industrial activity," these discharges need their own NPDES 
pEtrmits, regardless of whether the site disturbs 5 or more acres.6ll! 

Once construction is completed, EPA will no longer consider stormwater dis
charges from public highways to be "associated with industrial activity"; there
fore, completed highways will no long1:r require their own "PDES permits under 
the cu:rrent stormwater regulations.'

39 
But highways will still contain poi.nt 

sources, such as storm drains, and may be subject to future KPDES require
ments, as EPA and states expand their regulatory programs to indude regulation 
of discharges from sources that have previously been exempt from regulation. 540 

Even under current regulations, FAHP projects must address subsequent storm
water management requirements

541 
and may have to provide additional infra

structure to conform to state or municipal stormwater-pollution prevention pro-
542 grams. 

There are three basic types of NPDES permits that may authorize stormwater 
discharges: general, group, and individual.""-' Requirements and availability of 
permits may vary from state to state because of differences in state authority and 
state-impos,ed requi.rements.544 EPA expects the majority of stormwater dis
charges associated with industz'ial acth-ity to be authorized under general permits 
because they reduce administrative burdens.""5 Unlike individual and group per
mits, general permits do not require a full NPDES application. Instead, they re
quire the filing of a notification of i:n;ent (, 01) to be cove.red under a general 
p,3rmit issued by EPA or an authorized state.""0 EPA has issue-d general permits 
for a number of states, territories, and Indian lands ... ' These permits will proba
bly serve as models for the development of general permits in states with general 

"
8 al . b' EPA . 549 th permitting authori y. State gener permits are su ~ect to :review; ere-

fore, state permits will likely contain restrictions similar to those in EPA's gen
eral permits. 

General permits aim to reduce the administrative burden of processing permit 
applications,550 and EPA-issued general permits contain a number of incentives to 
channel applicants into such permits. Nevertheless, these general permits may 
impose significant burdens on FAHP projects. The primary benefit of using an 
EPA general permit for construction activities is that a long application period is 
not necessary; discharges become authorized 2 day.t after an ~OI is postmarked, 
unless the applicant is notified otherwise by EPA. Further, 1f EPA later deter
mines that an individual or different general permit is required, and an applica
tion is made in a timely mann,er, the general permit remains in effect until the 
appropriat~, permit is issued or denied. 552 

EPA's geme-ral construction permit requires NOts to be submitted simultane
ously by all known operators$53 at the time of initial filing. Operators who become 
involved with the project after the initial filing are also required to submit addi
tional NOis.554 An operator filing an NOI under an EPA general permit must cer
tify that a number of requirements have been met, and the general permit also 
imposes a number ofrecordkeeping and self-reporting requirements.$$5 

Substantively, the most important requirement for an EPA general permit is 
the applicant's certification that a "storm water pollution plan" has been prepared 
for the site and that the plan is in accordance with the general permit and also 
with any approved state or local plans or permitting requirements for managing 
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stormwater, sediment, and erosion.556 Among other things the plan must include 
(1) a site description, (2) a description of the intended sequence of major activi
ties, (3) estimates of the total area that will be disturbed, (4) an estimate of the 
runoff coefficient of the site after construction, (5) a map indicating drainage pat
terns, areas of disturbance, slopes, and major controls identified in the plan, (6) 
controls that will be implemented for each major activity at the site, (7) a de
scription of maintenance procedures, and (8) provisions for inspections of dis
turbed areas and of control measures.

557 

EPA's general permit for construction establishes certain minimum erosion 
and sediment controls, including requirements for rapid initiation of stabilization 
measures, provision of sediment basins, and use of silt fences or equivalent sedi
ment controls.558 The permit establishes minimum inspection schedules.559 The 
contractors or subcontractors who will implement the plan's measures must be 
identified in the plan, and these parties must sign a certification that they are 
aware of the terms and conditions of the NPDES permit.5
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General permits for construction may differ significantly from state to state 
and will not necessarily reflect the requirements of EPA general permits because 
EPA has chosen to take a flexible approach to implementation of general per
mits.561 In some states general permits may not be available, and FAHP projects 
may be required to apply for an individual or group permit.562 In any case, care 
must be taken to obtain the appropriate NPDES permit and to abide by its terms. 
This is best done by consulting with EPA's stormwater hotline or with the appro
priate regional office of EPA.563 Knowing or negligent violations of stormwater 
NPDES requirements or permit conditions are subject to criminal, civil, and ad
ministrative penalties.564 False statements that are knowingly made on NPDES 
applications, records, or other documents are also subject to criminal penalties.565 

3. Water Quality Standards 

Water quality standards are legal expressions of permissible amounts of pol
lutants allowed in a defined water segment (referred to as an ambient water 
standard).566 While effluent limitations are concerned with the permissible 
amount of pollutants from a particular source, ambient water standards are con
cerned with the amount of pollutants in an entire area of water. These standards 
are either quantitative (not less than 5 parts per million of dissolved oxygen) or 
descriptive (surface waters must be free from floating debris).5

67 
Common water 

quality parameters include temperature, turbidity, acidity, levels of nutrients, 
and presence of detrimental bacteria.568 

States are primarily responsible for creating and implementing water quality 
standards:•• Like state NPDES permit programs, state water quality standards 
are subject to EPA approval to ensure compliance with the objectives of the Clean 
Water Act.570 Under the Clean Water Act, point sources subject to the NPDES 
program must meet not only technology-based effluent limitations,571 but also 
"any more stringent limitation" necessary to achieve water quality standards.572 

Thus, each NPDES permit must contain discharge restrictions so that state water 
quality standards will not be violated.~73 

Highway construction activities may violate water quality standards, even 
when there is no violation of NPDES permit requirements as ~- result of nonpoint
source pollution (unchanneled runoffi not regulated by the permit system. The 
Ninth Circuit has ruled that even where nonpoint activities are consistent with 
applicable nonpoint regulations,5

74 
the Clean Water Act is violated where non

point runoff produces a water quality standards violation. 575 The same court later 

held that actions of federal agencies that result in water quality standards viola
tions are subject to suits brought by citizens under the Administrative Procedure 
Act, even though such violations are not enforceable by the Clean Water Act's 
citizens' suit provision.5
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When runoff from a highway project is channeled by a conveyance into waters 
of the United States, an NPDES permit is required for the discharge, 577 and 
NPDES limitations on the discharge must be designed to satisfy state water 
quality standards.578 Where runoff from a highway project is unchanneled, it must 
be controlled, or mitigation steps must be taken to ensure state water quality 
standards are not violated. 

4. Nonpoint-Source Regulation 

Nonpoint-source pollution is undefined by the Clean Water Act, yet it is under
stood to be any source of water pollution or pollutants not associated with a dis
charge of pollutants from a point source.579 Whereas point-source pollution is 
channeled "by a discernible, confined, and discrete" conveyance,660 nonpoint
source pollution is unchanneled and uncollected.581 Nonpoint-source pollution 
includes runoff from agriculture, silviculture, and construction activities.582 Non
point sources produce a variety of pollutants including pesticides, sediments, 
organic wastes, nutrients, waste oils, and thermal pollution. 583 While a point 
source is easily identifiable, nonpoint sources of water pollution are difficult to 
quantify, identify, and cooti:ol. 584 For this reason, nonpoint sources are not regu
lated by the NPDES program. ~8,5 

In Section 208, the Clean Water Act encourages states to develop areawide 
management plans designed to control, to the extent feasible, nonpoint-source 
pollution.~ss In 1987, Congress added Section 319 of the Clean Water Act to 
strengthen state Section 208 programs controlling non point-source pollution. 587 

Section 319 requires states to develop a comprehensive nonpoint-source man
agement plan, provides technical assistance to states to help develop their man
agement plans, and makes available financial grants and other assistance to 
states that design innovative and effective programs for controlling nonpoint
source pollution.588 

Despite this increased concern over nonpoint-source pollution, there is no na
tional permit system governing nonpoint sources. However, as mentioned ear
lier,589 a federal agency action causing nonpoint-source pollution producing a vio
lation of state water quality standards is subject to judicial review under the 
Administrative Procedure Act. 

590 
In addition. to state water quality standards, 

highway planners should be aware of erosion control guidelines adopted under 
ISTEA, in an effort to reduce nonpoint-source pollution caused by highway con
struction. 591 

B. The Safe Drinking Water Act 

The Safe Drinkmg Water Act (SDWA>5~ deals with dri:nki.og water standards593 

and regulation of injection wells_s•• SDWA's protection of underground sources of 
drinking water produces a potential prohibition on FAHP funding in areas where 
a single aquifer is the sole or principal source of drinking water.595 SOWA pro
vides that the EPA administrator may designate an area a sole-source aquifer 
(SSA) if he or she determines that (1) it is the principal drinking water source for 
the area, and (2) if contaminated, the aquifer "would create a s ignificant hazard 
to public health."

596 
In January 1993, there were 58 designated SSAs, with a 



number of petitions pending for further designations.
597 

Notice of the SSA desig
nation must be published in tb.e Federal Register, and after publication, no com
mitment of federal financial assistance may be made for any project the EPA 
administrator determines may contaminate the aquifer through a recharge zone 
aod result in a significant public health ha.7.ard. t• This restriction, however, ap
plies only to new commitments, and new commitments in the SSA area will be 
allowed in the absence of an adverse detennination by the EPA administrator.599 

SDWA allows financial assistance for planning or designing the project so as to 
prevent contamination.""" 

SOWA does not require consultation by EPA to determine whether projects 
may contaminate an SSA, and general regulations have not been issued providing 
for consultation. Instead, FlPA relies on interag:ency MOUs, signed on regional 
bases, with other federal agencies to provide for review. Consequently, entities 
seeking FAHP funding should consult with the appropriate FHWA division office 
or with the appropriate regional EPA office's groundwater protection division to 
determine if there is an SSA in an area and what its implications are for a proj
ect. rn the case of the large Edwards SSA in Texas, EPA has issued more sub
stantial regulations for review.'°' Recently the SSA protection clause has come 
under fire because federal agencies have failed to refer projects to EPA under the 
appropriate MOUs and because MOUs have not been sign.ed with all federal 
agencies providing financial assistance. Because SOWA does not currently re
quire federal agencies to refer projects to EPA for re.:iew, the Government Ac
counting Office has suggested that Congress should amend the SSA provision to 
make EPA review mandatory."°'' 

COASTAL ZONE LAW 

A. The Coastal Zone Management Act 

The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA/03 declares a national interest in 
the management of coastal zones, including areas bordering the Great Lakes, as 
well as the oceans."04 CZMA authorizes financial assistance to the states for man
agement and improvement of coastal zones605 and requires federal activities,"06 

permits and licenses,'°' and assistance608 to be consistent with state coastal man
agement programs (CMPs). CZ.'1A encourages states to develop coastal zone 
management plans, which must be approved by the secretary of commerce, 

509 
who 

reviews the CMPs for compliance with the substantive and procedural require
ments of CZMA and its implementing regulations. 610 After the secretary approves 
a CMP it becomes effective against federal actions (including funding), requiring 
federal consistency with the CMP.611 CZMA's federal consistency provisions apply 
to FAHP actions within designated state coastal zones. and also to activities out
side of coastal zones that are likely to affect a state's coastal zone."

12 

For projects affecting any land or water use or natcral resource of the coastal 
zone, an application for federal funding must include the views of the state 
agency responsible for coastal zone management, and federal agencies must deny 
approval if a proposed project is inconsistent with enforceable oolices of a state's 
CMP."13 State consistency c.ertifications are also necessary to dbtain permits un
der the Clean Water Act or other fecieral laws. ' 14 Consistency with CMP should 
also be indicated in the final environmental impact statement or finding of no 
significant impact for FAHP projects."15 Each state develops its own consistency 
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review process,"'" and in the absence of an exemption, a state's objections will be 
determinative."

17 
There are two exceptions to the consistency requirement, but 

these are limited and are available only where the secretary finds that the project 
(1) is consistent with the purposes of CZMA or (2) is necessary in the interest of 
national security. 618 These exceptions are rarely used. The exception for actions 
"consistent with the purposes of the CZMA" requires that there be no reasonable 
alt,ernative,619 and alternatives may involve major changes in design or location.m 

8. The Coastal Barrier Resources Act 

The purpose of the Coastal Barrier Resources Act (CoBRA),621 enacted in 1982, 
is to minimize (1) loss of human life, (2) wasteful federa] expenditures, and (3) 
damage to fish, wildlffe, and other natural resources. G:12 CoBRA created a Coastal 
Barrier Resources System that provides protection to coastal barriers along the 
shores of the Great Lakes and the Atlantic and Gulf coasts by restricting federal 
funding for development of these areas."23 

For J:'AHP purposes, the key provisfons of CoBRA are those that (1) define the 
syi;tem.''::. (2) limit federal expenditures,~ and (3) establish exceptions to spend
ing limitations.m The system includes "those undeveloped coastal barriers and 
other areas located on the coasts of the United States that are identified and gen
erally depicted on the maps on file with the Secretary."627 The system currently 
includes 560 units totaling 1.25 million acres, according to the Department of the 
Ini:erior."

2
" CoBRA's definition of "undeveloped coastal barriers" makes it clear 

that this term is meant to include only areas with few manmade structures where 
human activities do not significantly impede geomorphic or ecological proc
esses,629 but the Fourth Circuit has held that CoBRA's definition is uinformational 
only" and that the statute's map desiguations are controlling.634 The maps are on 
file and available for inspection in the offices of the director of the Fish and Wild
lifo Service 2md may also be found in other service offices. 631 

CoBRA states that "[N]o new expenditures or new financial assistance may be 
made available under authority of any Federal law for any purpose within the 
System, including, but not limited to ... the construction or purchase of any 
road ... or other facili ty. "

632 
How,~ver, assistance does not include "assistance for 

environmental studies, planning, and assessments that are required incident to 
the issuance of permits or other authorizations under Federal law."633 Moreover, 
several exceptions to CoBRA's prohibition on federal assistance are available 
after consult ation with the secretary of the interior,~ two of which are particu
larly relevant for purposes of l~AHP. Federal expenditures and financial assis
tarice may be made available for "[t)he maintenance, replacement, reconstruction, 
or repair, but not the expansion, of publicly owned or publicly operated roads, 
s uctures, or facilities" that are (1) essential links in a larger network or sys
tem/035 or (2) consistent with the purposes of CoBRA.636 

FISH AND WILDLIFE LAW 

A. The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 

The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act requires federal decision makers to 
consider fish and wildlife resources when balancing the costs and benefits of wa
ter projects. The Coordination Act stipulates that "wildlife conservation shall 
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receive equal consideration and be coordinated with other features of water
resource development .... "'3

7 Section 662 of the Coordination Act establishes the 
procedure designed to implement the "equal consideration" requirement: 

[W]henever the waters of any stream or other body of water are proposed or authorized 
to be impounded, diverted ... or modified for any purpose whatever ... by any department 
or agency of the United States, or by any public or private agency under Federal permit 
or license, such department or agency shall first consult with the United States Fish 
and Wildlife Service. Department of the Interior, and with the head of the agency exer
cising administration over the wildlife resources of the particular State ... with a view to 
the conservation of wildlife resources ... . 113& · 

The ends of the consultation process may include (1) alterations of water proj
ects that reduce adverse effects on fish and wildlife, (2) mitigation measures 
aimed at compensating for unavoidable adverse effects,

639 
or (3) studies designed 

to determine the extent of adverse effects and the best means of compensating for 
them.640 

The Coordination Act contributes to the protection of wetlands and floodplains 
by requiring consultation with the Fish and Wildlife Service-or the National 
Marine Fisheries Service where marine species are involved-as well as the head 
of the appropriate state wildlife agency early in the planning process for projects 
that will "impound, divert, deepen control or otherwise modify any stream or 
other body of water.""" This consultation requires some form of response to the 
fish and wildlife agency's analysis of the project.

042 
Coordination Act consultation 

may justify expenditures of project funds for the study and mitigation of negative 
wildlife impacts of highway construction. 643 However, it is important to note that 
"imponndments" of water less than 10 surface acres and federal land manage
ment activities are exempt from the Coordination Act's consultation require
ment.644 

Highway projects may be subjected to Coordination Act consultation as trans
portation planning is integrated with planning for water development pro
grams.645 Modifying a water body requires consultation both when FHWA ap
proves a project for federal funding and when permits are obtained by the state 
from agencies like the Corps under the Clean Water Act.

04
" The report of the Fish 

and Wildlife Service, National Marine Fisheries Service, or the state wildlife 
agency is an integral part of the documentation required for federal approval of 
projects.047 Conservation measures adopted as a result of the consultation e,rocess 
may be included in project costs, but not the operation of wildlife facilities. 

8 

The Coordination Act does not require that an agency's decision correspond 
with the view of the fish and wildlife agencies, only that these views be given 
serious consideration."'" Most of the Coordination Act's procedural requirements 
can be satisfied through NEPA's review and commenting procedures. In addition, 
sanctions for noncompliance are relatively slight. Violation of any rule or regula
tion promulgated wider the Coordination Act is a misdemeanor, punishable by a 
maximum fine of$500, or a maximum of 1 year in prison, or botb."

50 

Although the Coordination Act does not require particular substantive out
comes, it does contain important process requirements. A federal-aid highway 
project that modifies a body of water, and is not subject to the exemptions of the 
Coordination Act, must expressly take into account the project's effect on fish and 
wildlife and include estimated costs of mitigating damage to fish and wildlife.

651 

Thus, the consultation process of the Coordination Act may have important impli
cations for highway construction by influencing the eligibility of projects for fed
eral funding. 

B. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act 

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA),
652 

enacted in 1918, is primarily con
cerned with regulating hunting of migratory birds, but it also has implications for 
FAHP projects because of its "take" restrictions. MBTA provides that "except as 
permitted by regulations .. .it shall be unlawful at any time, by any means or in 
any m.anner, to pursue, hunt, take, capture, kill attempt to take, ... any migra
tory bird ... nest, or eggs."

653 The list of birds protected under MBTA is extensive, 
consisting of hundreds of species, including among them many common species of 
scavenger and songbirds and many species that one would not normally consider 
to be migratory."~ The regulations define "take" to mean to "pursue, hunt, shoot, 
wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect" or to attempt such actions."55 

Although originally considered just a hunting regulation statute, MBTA has 
been given a broader interpretation since the 1970s . .s. Courts have interpreted 
MBTA's language to apply to any activity that can kill or otherwise take birds, 
even if the-re is no intent to do so."57 A take could thus occur where an FAHP proj
ect resulted in direct mortality of protected birds-for example, where birds are 
killed by construction equipment or by toxic substances released during con
struction. When such a take is unavoidable, a permit must be obtained from the 
Fish and Wildlife Service."58 Because of the strict liability imposed under MBTA, 
permits should be sought even when take is a mere possibility. Regulations do not 
provide a permit specifically for take of migratory birds incidental to actions unre
lated to take and therefore a "special purpose permit," which sets out additional 
requirements including a requirement that the applicant show compelling justifi
cation for the permit. will be needed."59 Permits will normally not be obtai.nable 
where take of nests containing eggs or young are involved because such take is 
normally avoidable through seasonal restrictions. Permits may also impose a 
number of recordkeeping and reporting requirements.6Gb Permit conditions, such 
as dates, times, and places, are to be strictly construed.''11 

The penalty provisions for take under MBTA are modest~ and are weakened 
by the lack of a citizen suit provision,1183 but the Coordination Act may also result 
in injunctions against actions that would produce violations.es. IfMBTA is given a 
broad interpretation, take would occur where FAHP projects result in pollution 
that kills birds, where construction results in the destruction or removal of nests 
or eggs, or perhaps even where construction destroys habitat necessary to support 
a bird population at its current level. Injunctions might be issued to prevent such 
actions."65 However, the Ninth Circuit recently rejected MBTA claims based on 
habitat destruction, reasoning that MBTA's definition of take "describes physical 
conduct of the sort engaged in by hunters and poachers."666 Further, the court 
reasoned that MBTA regulations,667 unlike the Endangered Species Act668 and its 
regulations, "make no mention of habitat modification or destruction."669 If the 
Ninth Circuit's construction of MBTA's take prohibition is widely adopted, the 
Coordination Act's applicability to FAHP projects would be limited to situations 
where there were direct mortalities of migratory birds. 

C. The Endangered Species Act 

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 significantly strengthened prior federal 
attempts to halt and reverse the rate of species extinction. To help achieve this 
goal, the Endangered Species Act requires that each federal agency take meas
ures to ensure that any action authorized, funded, or carried out by the agency is 
not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered or threatened 



species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of a habitat area criti
cal to the species' existence.

670 

Critics of the Endangered Species Act have branded the Coordination Act the 
"pit bull of environmental laws" for its alleged failure to properly balance species 
protection against development activities."71 Howe,er, a recent study by Oliver 
Houck disputes this charge of inflexioility. After an exhaustive review of Section 
7 consultation, Houck concluded to.at the Endangered Species Act, despite 
charges to the contrary, "has accommodated the overwhelming majority of human 
activity without impediment ."672 

The Endangered Species Act is subdivided into three principal areas. First, 
Section 4 requires the identification and listing of imperiled species, as well as 
their critical habitat.6

73 
Second, Section 7, the most important provision for FAHP 

purposes, prohibits agency actions from jeopardizing listed species or adversely 
modifying designated critical habitat. m Section 7 also requires agencies to under
take affirmative programs for the conservation of listed species. Finally, Section 9 
prohibits all persons, including all federal , state, and local governments, from 
taking listed species of 1i.sh and wildlife.675 

1. Listing Species 

The natural starting point for analyzing the Endangered Species Act is Section 
4, which establishes the procedures and substantive criteria for the listing of 
threatened and endangered species. m The act divides the Tesponsibility for listing 
between the secretaries of the inter:or (terrestrial and freshwater species) and 
commerce (marine species). 677 Listing is a critical function because it triggers im
portant duties and prohibitions unc:er the Endangered Species Act, including 
designation of critical habitat,"'8 agency consultation to avoid jeopardy,6

79 
takin~ 

limitations,684 and preparation of habitat conservation681 and recovery plans. 
The ultimate importance of listing is underscored in one commentator's wry re
mark that "Listed species receive t hese protections ... unlisted species do not."683 

The act defines "species" broadly to include any "species or any subspecies of 
fish or wildlife or plants, and any distinct popula tion segment of any species of 
vertebrate fish or wildlife which interbreeds when mature."™The authority to list 
"distinct population segments» allows the secretaries to list distinct vertebrate 
populations, even if the species itself is abundant in other ranges. 

685 
The Am.eri

can bald eagle, for example, is listed as endangered in some geographic areas and 
threatened in others, but not listed at all in other areas."" A species is 
"endangered" where it is in "danger of extinction throughout all or a significant 
portion of its range."687 A species is "threatened" if it is "likely to become an en
dangered species within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant 
portion of its range. "

688 

The act gives the public the authcrity to submit petitions requesting a listing 
to the relevant secretary.6

89 
After receiving a public petition, the secretary must, 

to the maximum extent practicable, determine within 90 days whether a petition 
presents "substantial" biological data to indicate that the petitioned action may be 
warranted.8

M Listing decis.ion.s must be made "solely on the basis of the best sci
entific and commercial data available.",;,i1 This means that economic costs are not 
a permissible basis for refusing to list a species. 

692 
The factors the secretaries may 

take into account in a listing decisio::i. are (1) the present or threatened destruc
tion, modification, or curtailment of the species' habitat or·range, (2) overuse of 
the species for commercial, recreational, scientific or educational purposes, (3) 
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disease or predation, (4) the inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms, and 
(5) other natural or manmade factors.;93 

Despite this broad mandate for list:ng and a fixed time frame for considering 
petitioned species, as of 1991 on ly 651 domestic species were listed as threatened 
or endangered, whereas more than 3,000 were identified as potentially eligible.69

' 

At the pres1mt rate of listing, the Department of the Interior will need 43 years to 
protect species currently under consideration.

095 

2. Designating Critical Habitat 

Congress recognized the connection between the loss of habitat and species 
e:rtinction in enacting the Endangered Species Act,696 acknowledging that 
"economic growth and development untempered by adequate concern and conser
vation'' contributes to species extinction.6

97 
As a result, the Endangered Species 

Act's broad definition of "critical habitat" includes all areas that "contain physical 
or biological features (that are] essential to the conservation of the species" and 
that "may require special management considerations or protection. •08 Imple
menting regulations state that the attributes essential for making a critical habi
tat determination include population growth, food and water resources, shelter, 
hreeding and recovery sites, and habitats that are representative of the historic 
dLStribution of the species.699 Designation of critical habitat is therefore not only 
required under the Endangered Species Act, but is "specifically designed to facili
tate species recovery."

700 

The directive to designate critical habitat is tempered by the requirement un
der Section 4 that the secretary make such designations only "to the maximum 
extent prudent and determinable. "70

' Congress has noted, for example, that it 
would be imprudent to disclose the location of a listed species if doing so would 
allow unscrupulous collectors to bring it into further jeopardy.

702 
Although Con

gress cited no other instances in which designation of critical habitat would be 
imprudent, this exception has become prominent agency justification for avoiding 
the designation of critical habitat. 

103 

Prior to 1978, only biological factors could be taken into account in designating 
critical hab:itat.

704 
However, in 1978, responding to criticism of development inter

e:,ts, Congress amended Section 4 to require the secretary to consider the eco
nomic impacts of designating a particular area as critical habitat. Thus, in con
ti-ast to listing decisions, the Endangered Species Act requires that the secretary 
make a critical habitat designation based not only on the "best. scientific data 
available" but on economic and other "relevant" impacts.

705 
Consequently, areas 

fitting the basic definition of critical habitat may be denied this status where the 
secretary determines that designation is not necessary to prevent extinction and 
that "the benefits of such exclusion outweigh the benefits of specifying such area 
as part of the critical habitat."7('• 

Whether critical habitat has been designated may well be the crucial factor in 
determining whether a species is jeopardized by agency actions. In National Wild
life Federation v. Coleman, for example, the Fifth Circuit emphasized that "the 
relevant consideration is the area determined by the Secretary of Interior as criti
cal habitat for the [Mississippi Sandhill] crane."707 In the absence of the critical 
habitat designation, it would have been difficult for the court to find jeopardy and 
overturn both the agency and the district court. 

708 
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3. Agency Consultation 
For FAHP purposes, Section 7 is the most important of the Endangered Spe

cies Act provisions. When invoked, Section 7 limits federal agencies in two re
spects. First, and most important, Section 7(a)(2) requires interagency consulta
tion with the secretary of the interior to ensure agency action "is not likely to 
jeopardize the continued ex:isteoce of any endangered species or threatened spe
cies or result in the destruction or adverse modification of habitat. n7

'
9 

Second, to 
comply with Section 7(a)(l), federal agencies must (in consultation with the secre
tary) "utilize their authorities in furtherance of the purposes of this chapter by 
carrying out programs for the conservation of endangered species and threatened 
species."710 The obligation to consult with the appropriate secretary to avoid jeop
ardy consumes a signjficant amount of agency resources and is increasingly the 
subject of court challenges.

711 

a. Federal Agency Actions Subject to Consultation.-A preliminary inquiry 
involves the scope of Section 7(a)(2) consultation requirements and whether par
ticular FAHP projects fall within its ambit. The substantive mandate of Section 
7(a)(2) explicitly includes all federal agencies and "any action authorized, funded, 
or carried out."712 The Supreme Court broadly interpreted this language in Ten
nessee Valley Authority v. Hill, 713 and not surprisingly, it has been given equal 
breadth in the Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service 
regulations. The regulations define "action" to include "(1) activities intended to 
conserve listed species or their habitat; (2) promulgation of regulations; (3) 
granting of licenses, contracts, leases, easements, right-of-way, permits, or 
grants-in-aid; or (4) actions directly or indirectly causing modifications to the 
land, water, or air."714 Moreover, Section 7 applies not only to activities and pro
grams undertaken directly by the federal government, but also to nonfederal 
activities that require federal authorization or assistance.

715 

A potential loophole--0ne that has yet to be judicially challenged-concerns 
the validity of the regulatory provisions limiting Section 7 application actions 
involving "discretionary Federal involvement or control."716 Where a federal 
agency is mandated to undertake an action, apparently neither the substantive 
nor the procedural requirements of Section 7 apply.

717 
For purposes of FARP, 

however, this provision may have only limited consequence. Highway construc
tion, for example, may be mandatory, but siting is discretionary. 

b. The Consultation Process.-Consultation between development agencies and 
the secretary is a critical component of Section 7. Not only is consultation proce
durally required, but in most instances the process can resolve potential conflicts 
between the agency action and the species. 718 Agencies that comply with Section 7 
procedural requirements y;enerally will be found in compliance with its substan
tive requirements as well. 

19 

Agencies contemplating actions subject to Section 7 must request from the 
Fish and Wildlife Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service information 
concerning the presence of listed or proposed species in the action area under 
consideration. If such species may be present, the development agency must then 
conduct a biological assessment to identify species likely to be affected by the 
federal action. 720 "Formal consultation" is required where the development agency 
determines during the course of its evaluation that a proposed action is likely to 
adversely affect listed species or critical habitat.721 

If a proposed action is likely to jeopardize a species proposed for listing or re
sult in the destruction or adverse modification of proposed critical habitat, a 

"conference" with the Fish and Wildlife Service or National Marine Fisheries 
Service is required.

722 
The implementing regulations define a "conference" as in

formal discussions between the action agency and the consulting agency 
"regarding the impact of an action on proposed species or proposed critical habitat 
and recommendations to minimize or avoid the adverse effects."72a Unlike formal 
consultation, however the regulations impose uo limitation on the action agency's 
commitment of resources during the conference process. 724 The conference is in
tended "to assist the Federal agency and any applicant in identifying and resolv
ing potential conflicts at an early stage in the planning process. »7'l4 

Initial contact with the consulting agency is likely to be informal. Although the 
regulations distinguish between formal and informal consultation, the latter is 
simply a term used to describe all communications between the appropriate sec
retary and the development agency prior to formal consultation. Informal consul
tation is optional and contains no disclosure requirements. For these reasons, it is 
the preferred method of communication. Moreover, according to recent studies, 
nearly 90 percent of all consultations under the Endangered Species Act "are 
disposed of informally and without fanfare."

726 

c. The Action Area.-Before either informal or formal consultation can have 
any meaningful impact, agencies must take the preliminary step of determining 
the "action area" affected by the proposed undertaking. This respoDsibility in the 
first instance lies with the development agency. 727 If the consulting agency disa
grees with the definition, the two agencies will usually try to negotiate a resolu
tion. The consulting agency cannot force the development agency to enter into 
consultation if the development agency declines to do so on the basis of the lim
ited scope of the action area.

728 

Because the action area sets the framework for subsequent analysis required 
by the consultation process, its accurate identification is critical both for protec
tion of species and for compliance with the Endangered Species Act. 729 An "action 
area" contains all areas that may be "affected directly or indirectly by the Federal 
action and not merely the immediate area involved in the action."730 Moreover, 
federal agencies must take into account the "cumulative effects" of future actions 
by state or private activities that are reasonably certain to occur within the action 
area.

731 
Future federal actions, however, are expressly excluded, apparently be

cause such actions ultimately will be subject to Endangered Species Act Section 7 
consultation requirements if and when they are actually proposed.732 Agencies 
must also consider the "effects of the action" itself. This involves considering "the 
proposed action in light of historical perspective and other contemporaneous ac
tions. "733 This provision was given broad effect in National Wildlife Federation v. 
Coleman, where the Fifth Circuit enjoined construction of a federally funded 
highway project because the DOT failed to adequately consider the effect of future 
prjvate development on the endangered Mississippi sandhill crane.734 

d. The Biological Assessment.--Section 7 requires the development agency to 
prepare a "biological assessment" if listed species are likely to be present in an 
action area.

735 
The Fish and Wildlife Service regulations require this assessment 

for any federal action proposing "major construction activity."736 The regulations 
define "major construction activity" as "a construction project (or other undertak
ing having similar physical impacts) which is a major Federal action significantly 
affecting the quality of the human environment," as referred to in the NEPA.737 

Thus, any time an FAHP project requires an assessment under NEPA, a biologi
cal assessment is also required under Section 7. This assessment, in fact, may be 
done in conjunction with the development agency's compliance with NEPA.738 



A biological assessment is simply "the information prepared by or under the 
direction of the development agency concerning listed and proposed species and 
designated and proposed critical habitat that may be present in the action area 
and an evaluation [of] the potential effects on such species and habitat .• m It is 
primarily designed to help agencies evaluate the impact of the proposed project 
and to determine whether formal consultation is required in the case of listed 
species or habitat or whether a conference is required in the case of proposed 
species or habitat.

7'° 
Although the development agency possesses considerable discretion as to the 

information to include in the biological assessment, it should usually include the 
results of any on-site inspections, views of recognized experts, literature reviews, 
an analysis of the effects of the proposed action, and alternative courses of ac-
t . 741 
100. 

An agency's failure to make a formal request inquiring whether any listed 
species were present in the action area and its subsequent failure to prepare a 
biological assessment are not de miri.imis violations of the Endangered Species 
Act!•i In Thomas u. Peterson,1.s the Ninth Circuit required the Forest Service to 
follow the statute's procedural mandates, even though the Forest Service was 
aware of listed species in the action area and had already undertaken studies 
regarding the effect of proposed road construction and timber harvesting on those 
species.7

"" According to the court, these acts did not "constitute a substitute for 
the preparation of the biological assessment required by the Endangered Species 
Act."745 

When a development agency finds potential jeopardy-through a biological 
assessment, informal consultation, or other means-i-:; must either inquire of the 
consulting agency whether any listed or proposed species or critical habitat may 
be present within the action area, or it must provide the consulting agency with 
written notification of any listed or proposed species or critical habitat that it 
believes may be present within the action area.

146 
The consulting agency must 

respond within 30 days by providing a species list where requested or b,X concur
ring in or revising the species list provided by the development agency. 

47 
During 

this process, the Endangered Species Act prohibits development agencies from 
making any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources.'48 

e. Formal Consultation.-The Endangered Species Act regulations require 
formal consultation if the development agency determines that a proposed action 
is likely to "adversely affect" listed species or critical habitat. 749 No formal consul
tation is necessary where an agency determines, after completing a biological 
assessment or after informaJ consultation with the secretary, that its actions are 
not likely to adversely affect any listed species or critical habitat.™ The secretary 
must concur in writing with this determination. 

751 
During this process, the con

sulting agency reviews all relevant information, evaluates the current status of 
the listed species or critical habitat, examines the effects of the action (including 
the cumulative effects on both listed species and critical habitat), and formulates 
a biological opinion.752 Regulations require this opinion to include (1) a summary 
of the information forming the basis of the opinion, (2" a detailed discussion of the 
action's effects on the species or its critical habitat, and (3) the consulting 
agency's opinion as to whether the action is likely to jeopardize the continued 
existence of a listed species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of 
its critical habitat.753 In essence, the consulting agency may reach only two con
clusions. It may issue a "no jeopardy" opinion and issue findings that the pro
posed action is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or 
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result in the destruction or adverse modification of critical habitat. Or it may 
d,etermine that the proposed action will result in jeopardy. This finding, of course, 
ends the matter. However, when the consulting agency determines that the 
agency action has potential jeopardy, it must also include reasonable and prudent 
alternatives that would allow the project to continue.1 

.. 

Under the Endangered Species Act, the development agency remains free to 
decide if and how to proceed in the face of this advice by the consulting agency. 755 

Although the development agency may not act arbitrarily, a departure from the 
consulting agency's suggestions does not violate the Endangered Species Act if 
the agency takes "alternative, reasonably adequate steps to insure the continued 
existence"75

" of listed species. An intermediary step in the process is the prepara
tion and circulation of a draft biological opinion to the development agency and 
others during the consultatiort process.

757 
Although similar in nature to a draft 

eovironmental impact statement issued pursuant to NEPA, there is no opportu
nity for public review of the biological opinion until it is final. 758 

4. The Affirmative Conservation Mandate 

Section 7(a)(l) imposes an additional duty to "conserve" listed species in con
sultat.ion with the secretary.'59 This duty requires all federal agencies to 
",:onserve" endangered species. Because the Endangered Species Act defines 
",:ooservation" in terms of species recovery, recovery plan elements would seem to 
be powerful limits if not mandates, for agency action. 760 However, courts have 
interpreted the affirmative obligation .imposed by Section 7(a)(l) as allowing 
a_gencies "some discretion" in fulfilling these responsibilities. 761 Moreover, agen
cies clearly view the conservation requirement under Section 7(a)(l) differently 
than the consultation requirement of Section 7(a)(2). For example, unlike Section 
7(a)(2), neither the Fish and Wildlife Service nor the National Marine Fisheries 
Service has adopted regulations to assist ·federal agencies in carrying out the 
affirmative conservation obligation.m In faet, the implementing regulations spe
cifically indicate that conservation recommendations included in a biological 
opinion are strictly "advisory and are not int~nded to carry any binding legal 
force."763 Without the guidance that can only come from the consulting agency in 
the form of a biological opinion, development agencies apparently will be given 
considerable judicial leeway as to how to fulfill Section 7(a)(l) development con
servation mandate. 

764 

ti. The Tai~ing Prohibition 

Section 9 of the Endangered Species Act makes it unlawful for any "person" 
(including all federal, state and local government entities) to "take" listed species 
c,f fish or wildlife. 765 Violation of this provision may form the ba.:is for a civil in
junctive suit by the federal government or any other "person" under the Endan
gered Species Act's citizen suit provision.

766 

Section 9(a) creates a series of "prohibited acts" with respect to endangered 
~pecies, but not threatened ones.

767 
Section 9(a)(l)(Bl, for example, declares that 

"it is ulilawful for any person or governmental agency to utak.e" any "endangered 
$J>8cies of fish or wildlife" anywhere "within the United States.n1

..a Although the 
Endangered Species Act does not ban the taking of threatened species, Section 
4(d),769 grants the consulting agency tne discretionary authority to extend any of 
the "prohibited acts" of Section 9(a)(l) to a threatened wildlife species. Indeed, the 
implementing regulations have done so with nearly all threatened species 
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through a blanket rule.
770 

Thus, threatened species have virtually the same pro
tection against taking as endangered species. 

The Endangered Species Act defines "take" to include "harass, harm, pursue, 
hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any 
such conduct."771 The prohibited acts of"harass" and "harm" are of particular con
cern for FAHP, because they are the only terms that explicitly include the effects 
of habitat modification and land use actions. According to implementing regula
tions, the term "harass" means "an intentional or negligent act or omission which 
creates the likelihood of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an extent as to 
significantly disrupt normal behavioral gatterns which include, but are not lim
ited to, breeding, feeding or shelte-ring."7 The regulations define "harm" to mean 
"an act which actually kills or injures wildlife. Such act may include significant 
habitat modification or degradation where it actually kills or injures wildlife .... "

773 

Because land-use actions of highway construction often involve the destruction of 
habitat that may arguably impair the essential behavioral patterns of breeding, 
feeding, and sheltering, takin~ claims are always of concern.

774 

PUBLIC LAND MANAGEMENT LAW 

A. National Wildlife Refuge Administration Act 

The National Wildlife Refuge Administration Act consolidated various lands 
and land interests administered by the secretary of the interior for the conserva
tion of fish and wildJife into the National Wildlife Refuge System.

775 
The Refuge 

Act severely restricts the alienation of lands or interests in lands administered 
under the refuge system. No transfer or disposal of refuge land can occur, unless 
the secretary of tbe interior determines (with the approval of tbe Migratory Bird 
Conservation Commissionf

1
• that the land is no longer needed for the purposes 

for which the refuge system .was established. 
777 

If such a determination is made, 
the secretary must receive payment of the initial payment price or the fair mar
ket value whichever is greater.

778 

The secretary of the interior may grant a right-of-way easement across refuge 
system lands if the secretary determines that the use is ucompatible" with the 
purpose for which the refuge was established. 

719 
The act requires the secretary to 

subordinate all human uses of the refuges to the welfare of resident and migra
tory wildlife populations.

780 
Hunting, grazing, developing minerals, farming, log

ging, and recreating are allowable refuge uses; however, the secretary can permit 
such uses only as long as they are acompatible" with wildlife populations.

781 
This 

is a difficult stan.dard to implement, because much depends on the use proposed 
and the particular values and wildlife populations of the refuge at issue. 782 

If a 
use is found to be compatible, and an easement is granted, the secretary must 
collect the fair market value for such an easement or the fair market rental value 
for the use of the right of way. 783 

"If any federal, state, or local agency is exempted 
from such payment by any other provision of Federal law," that agency must 
compensate the secretary by any other means agreeable to the secretary. 

784 
Ex

amples of suitable compensation include making other lands available and loan
ing equipment and personnel. The secretary may waive such alternate forms of 
compensation if they are impracticable or unnecessary.

7
~ 

In addition to the land-use implications of the Refuge Act, Section 4(f) of the 
DOT Act is triggered by the construction of federal-aid highways within the ref
uge system because wildlife, recreation, and possibly historic values are in
volved. 786 As discussed earlier, the secretary of transportation may approve a 

-
highway project in a wildlife refuge only if there is no prudent and feasible alter
native to using that land and the project includes all possible planning to mini
mize harm to tbe refuge. 787 

B. Wild and Scenic Rivers Act 

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act authorizes the designation, either by Congress 
or a state legislature and the secretary of the interior, of rivers of remarkable 
wild, scenic, or recreational value as part of the wild and scenic river system. 1"" 

The goal of the act is to preserve rivers within the system in their free-flowing 
condition and to protect both the river and its immediate environment for the 
benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations. 789 The Act's most sub
stantial restrictions apply to water resources projects, mining and mineral leas
ing on federal lands, and disposition of lands already in the public domain." 0 

However, all federal agencies must review their activities and cooperate with 
each other to ensure their actions will not adversely affect the values of protected 

. 791 
nvers. 

Rivers and river segments can be designated wild and scenic either by con
gressional designation or by a state action with the secretary of the interior's 
approval.7911 Designated rivers become components ofthe_~stem and are managed 
by the agency that had prior jurisdiction over the area.' The level of protection 
given to a rii!r varies depending on the river's classification as wild, scenic, or 
recreational. 

Rivers that are part of the wild and scenic system-as well as those that are 
being considered as additions-earry significant consequences for land and water 
developers. Once Congress or the secretary of the interior considers a river or 
river segment a potential addition to the system, the act prohibits all federal 
agencies from assisting in the construction of water resources projects that 
"would have a direct and adverse effect on the values for which such river might 
be designated. "

795 
The Act does not prohibit developments above or below a listed 

potential river segment that will not invade the area or unreasonably diminish its 
prese.rvational values.

796 
Listing a river segment as a potential addition also 

withdraws the area within a quarter mile on each side from "entry, sale, or other 
disposition under the public land laws" for the requisite study period of three 
fiscal years. 

797 
Rivers nominated by states are not entitled to the statutory pro

tectiot;ts given to coogressfooally designated study rivers, even if the states apply 
to the secretary of the interior for inclusion. 798 

Designation of a river as part of the system is only the beginning of the man
agement and protection of the area. Substantial administrative effort remains 
before management of the river segment assumes final form. 799 Wild or scenic 
river areas often contain considerable private land, and land management agen
cies may purchase or condemn lands or easements to achieve the federal pur
poses. 800 The agencies also must classify each designated segment and promulgate 
a land-management plan based on this classification.801 The management pl.an 
must be specifically designed to protect and enhance the values that caused the 
particular river segment to be included in the system802 and should be completed 
within three years of designation.803 Although lhe agencies must give protection 
primary emphasis, the command is to be carried out "without .. .limiting other 
uses that do not substantially interfere with public use and enjoyment of these 
values."

804 
This is a flexible standard similar to that governing the national wild

life refuge system:
805 

all uses may be allowed, but only to the extent that they do I'\) 
01 



not interfere with the primary purpose behind the establishment of the area.
806 

Despite this flexibility, the act prohib~ts Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
hydroelectric licenses on protected rivers, and Congress specifically pointed to 
timber harvesting aod road construction as activit ies that have a propensity to be 
contrary to the purposes of the wild and scenic river s~tem. tlYI 

In addition to the land-use restrictions the act anc: river management plans 
place on a wild and scenic river, Section 4(f) of the DOT Act should apply as well. 
Section 4(f) applies to river corridors in the system that have wildlife, recreation, 
or historic values. 808 The secretary of transportation may approve a highway proj
ect in a designated river area subject to Section 4(f) restrictions only if there is no 
prudent and feasible alternative to using that land and the project includes all 
possible planning to minimize harm tc- the values ofthE river area.

809 

C. National Forest Management Act 

The National Forest Management Act (NFMA)810 requires the secretary of 
agriculture to develop and maintain a comprehensive and detailed inventory of 
all national forest system lands and renewable resources! " The secretary must 
promulgate land and resource management plans to carry out the act. These 
plans must be coordinated with state local, and other federal agencies

812 
and 

provide for public participation at aU stages.813 The secretary must also ensure 
land-use plans comply with multiple-use and sustained-yield objectives of earlier 
legislation."' NFMA plans must be prepared in accordance with Section 1604(g), 
which establishes detailed criteria for forest plan regulations, ranging from di
versity of plant and animal communities to clearcutting standards."'• 

The main focus of F:MA is timber management: where timber may be har
vested, how much timber maybe cut, and how harvesting is to be done.81cTbe act 
directs the Forest Service to ensure forest plans comply with NEPA

817 
and man

agement plans provide for preservati·Jn or wildlife, water quality, -and other val
ues directly related to wetlands and floodplains . 818 These values come into play 
when a federal land manager plans for or decides to permit a highway use. 

819 

Section 1608 governs the national ;:orest transportation system and states that 
unless there is a necessity for a permanent highway, roads constructed on na
tional forest system lands in connection with a timber contract or other permit or 
lease must be designed to be temporary, with the goal of re-covering these roads 
with vegetation within 10 years from the termination of their use.•~o A temporary 
forest road can be designated as a permanent forest highway through a consulta
tion procedure between the Forest Service, FHW A, and cooperators where appro
priate; the state highway administration represents the state and county inter
ests.821 A forest road designated as a forest highway must meet the following 
criteria: (1) It is under the jurisdiction of a state or local government agency and 
open to public travel, (2) it provides a connection between a safe public road and 
the renewable resources of the forest that are essential to the local, regional, and 
national economy, and (3) it serves other local needs, such as schools, mail deliv
e.ry, relief from traffic generated by u3e of the national forest, or access to private 
property within the national forest.a 2 ff the consulting parties decide there is a 
need for a permanent highway through forest system lands, the decision must be 
supported by an NEPA analysiso2:1 and be in compliance with all NFMA regula
tions.12' Additionally, if forest system land bas use a;; a public park, recreation 
lands, or wildlife and waterfowl refuges or has historical value, Section 4(f) will 
apply and the secretary of transportation can authorize federal funding for the 
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road only if there is no prudent and feasible alternative to using the land and the 
project includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the values of the 
land.825 

D. Federal Land Policy and Management Act 

The Federal Land and Policy Management Act (FLPMA)826 requires the secre
tary of the interior to develop and maintain land-use plans for federal public 
lands.

827 
FLPMA states that public lands must be managed in a manner that will 

protect water resources, wildlife habitat, and other wetland-floodplain associated 
resources. 

828 
The act designates "areas of critical environmental ,concern"; these 

areas are to receive special management to protect and prevent irreparable dam
age to their environmental values.829 

Along with environmental concerns, the act also instructs the secretary to 
manage with a view toward multiple uses for public lands.63° FLPMA authorizes 
either the Department of the Interior or the Department of Agriculture (when 
Forest Service lands are at issue) to grant rights of way over federal laods."31 

FLPMA lists seven categories of purposes for which ELM and the Forest Service 
may grant or renew rights of way. 832 These include all forms of transportation, 
transmission, storage, and distribution. Oil and gas pipelines, water pipelines, 
and "facilities constructed and maintained in connection with commercial recrea
tion facilities in the National Forest System" are exceptions from the acceptable 
uses for a right of way over federal lands. 833 A right of way for these activities is 
outside the authority of FLPMA. Authorization for a right of way must come from 
another relevant statute, such as the Mineral Leasing Act. s,;, An applkant for a 
right-of-way permit must submit to the relevant secretary all pertinent facts 
about the use, or the intended 1J1se, of the right ofway.835 

FLPMA has many restrictions on rights of way designed to minimize perma
nent environmental damage to public lands. For example, rights of way, including 
those for highway purposes, may be granted only if there are appropriate safe
guards for protecting water quality, wildlife habitat, aesthetic values, and other 
environmental concerns.836 Holders of a right-of-way permit must also comply 
with air- and water-quality standards and meet more strin,§ent state standards if 
they exist for health . safety, and environmental protection. 1 To further minimize 
the environmental impact of granting a right-of-way permit, the secretary con
cerned must specify right-of-way boundaries and limit the size of a right of way to 
areas necessary for the project to avoid unnecessary environmental damage. 838 

The secretary must also "require location of the right-of-way along a route that 
will cause least damage to the environment, taking into consideration feasibility 
and other relevant factors . "

839 

In addition to the mandator,; condit:ons, the secretary may impose such terms 
and conditions as he or she deems necessary to promote efficient land manage
ment and protect federal interests, other public land users, lives, and other af
fected interests.""° FLPMA authorizes the secretary to prescribe conditions re
garding "extent, duration, survey, location, construction, maintenance, transfer or 
a:;signment, and termination of a rigbt -of-way . ..a<• 

Despite the congressional directives to give priority to the designation and 
protection of areas of critical environmental concern and to comply with pollution 
control standards, the remainder of FLPMA's land-use planning provisions are 
phrased in vague language.842 Much is left to the BLM's administrative discretion. 
This, coupled with the frequent shifts in agency policy, has led to considerable 



uncertainty in the planning process.843 When wetland-floodplain values are at 
issue, additional constraints are imposed on the federal land manager's discretion 
by Executive Order Nos. 11,990 and 11,998,1144 as well as Section 4(f) when wet
lands or floodplains are part of a public park, recreation area, or have wildlife and 
waterfowl values of national, state, or local significance.

845 

E. Wilderness Act 

The Wilderness Act establishes the Wilderness Preservation System, which 
protects designated federal lands from settlement, mechanized activities, and 
commercial development.84

' The act declares that certain areas will be main
tained in a state of nature untainted by permanent human influence.

847 
Wilder

ness areas are dedicated to recreational, scenic, scientific, conservation, and his
torical uses. 848 

Once Congress declares an area wilderness, very few commercial or commodity 
uses are allowed.84

' No permanent roads are permitted in any wilderness area, 
except by presidential determination.850 Thus, for wetlands and floodplains in 
wilderness areas, there is near total protection from highway development .as

1 

Possible additions to the system, or wilderness study areas, impose certain 
constraints on land use, which continue until Congress makes final decisions or 
the areas are otherwise released from study.852 The statutes governing Forest 
Service and BLM management of wilderness study areas differ considerably but 
judicial interpretation has lessened these differences. 1153 Courts have required the 
Forest Service to refrain from actions that might harm wilderness values without 
first promulgating an environmental impact statement. 

854 
Parker v. United States 

is the leading case, extending protection to an area contiguous to an official study 
area.855 Although there have been several courts who have not taken as strict a 
view of wilderness-study-area management standards,&s6 the Parker line of cases 
holds that wilderness study areas in national forests and BLM lands cannot be 
used in such. a manner as to preclude later wilderness designation, at least with
out full disclosure of the environmental consequeoces."

1 

Because the building of permanent roads is inconsistent with the objectives of 
the Wilderness Act, highway development is severely limited. In addition to the 
Wilderness Act's restraints on highway development, Section 4(0 of the DOT Act 
will apply when public lands containing wildlife, recreation, or historic values are 
involved.858 

F. Land and Water Conservation Act 

The Land and Water Conservation Fund Act859 draws funds from a number of 
sources, including user fees, to help ensure adequate outdoor recreational re
sources for present and future generations. "'0 The act authorizes the secretary of 
the interfor to provide financial assistance to states to aid in their planning, ac
quisition, and development of outdoor recreation resources.

861 
This is a matching

fund system, and federal payments cannot exceed 50 percent of the project 
costs.

862 

States seeking funding under the act must engage in comprehensive planning 
and seek public participation when developing activities and projects.66<1 Each 
comprehensive outdoor recreation plan must specifically address wetlands within 
the state as an important outdoor recreation resource, or alternatively, the state 

can submit a wetlands priority plan developed in consultation with the state fish 
and wildlife agency.864 These plans must be coordinated with other federal agen
cies to ensure consistency in policies and actions.

865 
Land acquired or developed 

with federal assistance provided under the act may not be used for nonrecrea
tional purposes unless the secretary of the interior finds that conversion is consis
tent with a comprehensive state plan and the state substitutes equivalent rec
reational properties. "'6 Consequently, this restriction, as well as Section 4(f) 
restrictions,"'1 applies to highway construction when public recreational lands are 
involved."'" 

G. Water Bank Act 

The Water Bank Act"'9 creates a program under which the Department of Ag
riculture may lease farmland on a 10-year renewable basis for the purpose of 
preserving wetland areas during critical times of their life cycle.810 

Under agreements authorized by the act, landowners agree not to farm, drain, 
fill , burn, or otherwise destroy wetlands they own. 

871 In exchange, the owners 
receive annual payments from the Department of Agriculture to compensate for 
the restrictions imposed on the use of the land.m At other times, farming opera
tions not destructive to the wetland may be conducted.873 

The act requires the secretary of agriculture to consult with the Department of 
Interior, and also with state and local officials,

874 to develop a water bank program 
designed to improve wildlife habitat, water quality, subsurface moisture, and 
flood control; to reduce erosion; and to promote comprehensive and total water
management planning.875 

Although the Water Bank Act does not create enforceable standards requiring 
protection of wetlands by federal agencies,8

1
" it does create a publicly owned in

terest in lands containing wildlife values. This makes Section 4(f) of the DOT Act 
applicable. 877 As a result, the secretary of transportation may approve a highway 
project in a designated water bank area only if there is no prudent and feasible 
alternative to using such land and only if the project includes all possible plan
ning to minimize harm to the wetland values of the area.875 

MITIGATING HIGHWAY IMPACTS ON SENSITIVE LANDS 

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) defines mitigation as actions 
that avoid, minimize, reduce, rectify, or compensate for the adverse effects of 
development. 879 The 1990 MOA on Wetland Mitigation between EPA and the 
Corps consolidates these categories of mitigation into three general types: avoid
ance, minimization, and compensation. It interprets the CEQ regulation and Sec
tion 404(b) guidelines to establish a mitigation priority scheme, called 
"sequencing."880 Sequencing requires developers first to avoid wetland losses, then 
to minimize losses and adverse impacts, and finally to employ compensation only 
after exhausting all practicable avoidance and minimization efforts.881 

!STEA specifically authorized the use of FAHP for wetlands mitigation and 
erosion control. FAHP projects must, however, satisfy FHWA regulations requir
ing mitigation of encroachments on floodplains and wetlands. A number of types 
of mitigation measures are available to highway planners, and many mitigation 
measures have been tested in the field. Mitigation banking has been endorsed in 
the Clinton Administration's wetlands plan. F AHP planners may find mitigation 
banks attractive. 



A. ISTEA, Wetlands Mitigation, and Erosion Control 

!STEA authorized the use of federal transportation funds for wetlands mitiga
tion efforts consistent with all applicable federa l laws and regulations.882 The con
ference report on the act stated, "'[m]itigation effo!"ts should be undertaken 
through application of guidelines promulgated pursuant to Section 404(b)(l) of 
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and relevant interagency Memoranda of 
Agreement."883 Section 404(b)(l) guidelines prohibit discharges into aquatic eco
systems, including wetlands, if the:-e is a practicable alternative to the dis
charge.884 The guidelines require appropriate and practicable steps be taken to 
minimize potential adverse impact on the aquatic ecosystem.

885 
!STEA funds can 

be used to carry out mitigation measures required to comply with these guide
lines. 886 ISTEA's wetlands protection goal is, to the extent practicable, to mitigate 
adverse effects on wetlands through protection restoration or creation of similar 

887 ' ' 
types of wetlands. 

The current MOA between the Corps and the EPA states that the practice of 
mitigation banking883 may be an acceptable form of compensatory mitigation 
depending on the specific circumstances.MO In 1992, FHWA and EPA signed a~ 
MOU in response to the passage of ISTEA. In it, EPA agreed to provide expertise 
in the form of technical reviews, advice, consultation, and technical assistance in 
the planning and reviewing of national highway programs.

89° FHWA agreed to 
provide transportation expertise on transportation-related environmental mat
ters. Both agencies agreed to exchange personnel on a temporary basis to help 
alleviate confusion over the environmental implications of !STEA. 691 

The Clinton Administration's 1993 wetlands plan endorsed mitigation banking 
wholebeart~dly, but subjects its use :.o two preconditions: (1) satisfying the Mlti
gatio~ ~OA's reJiuired ",seq~eucin~ and (2) completing mitigation prior to 
penrut ISsuance. Corps gwda.o.ce issued concurrently with the Clinton plan 
emphasizes that banking credits will be made available only after a demonstra
tion that the adverse effects associated with a project have been avoided and 
minimized "to the extent practicable~ and requires mitigation banks "generally" 
to be in place before banked credits can be used to offset wetland losses.

6114 
The 

guidance also stressed that banked sites should generally be in the same water
shed as the wetlands losses and required formal written agreements with federal 
banks.895 All use of banked credits must be authorized and enforced by the Section 
404 permit process. 

896 

Section 1057 ofISTEA requires the secretary of transportation to develop ero
sion control guidelines for states to follow when carrying out FAHP projects.

897 

These guidelines will not preempt more stringent state requirements for erosion 
control.898 In addition, the secretary's guidelines must be developed to conform 
with Section 319 of the Clean Water Act and coastal nonpoint-source pollution 
control guidelines under Section 6217(g) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation 
Act of 1990 . ...., Current guidelines for federal-aid highway projects, originally es
tablished in 1974, make it FHWA policy to minimize erosion and sediment dam
age to highways and a,:Uacent properties and to abate pollution of surface and 
groundwater resources. 

On March .1, 1993, FWHA proposed guidelines to implement Section 1057.'
01 

The proposal relies heavily on volume lII of the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials' CAASHTO) 1992 publication Erosion and 
Sediment Control in Highway Constructian.902 The proposal stated that each state 
highway agency should apply guidelines in the AASHTO publication, or more 
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stringent state guidelines, in establisning specific standards and practices for 
erosion control.903 

B. FHWA Floodplain Mitigation Regulations 

FHW A r:gulations on floodplains seek to minimize the impact of highways on 
floodplains:'°" They forbid FAHP actions involving any "significant encroachment" 
of a floodplain unless FHWA determines the encroachment is the only 
"practicable alternative."

905 
"Significant encroachment" includes FAHP construc

tion, rehabilitation, or repair activities within the 100-year floodplain that would 
(1 l result in a significant potential for interruption of transportation in an emer
gency, (2) in_volve a significant probability of flooding due to the activity, or (3) 
produce a significant adverse impact on natural and beneficial floodplain val-

9°" A" t" bl lt • "" ues. prac 1.ca e a ernat1ve 1s one that is ucapable of being done within rea-
sonable nal;ural, social, and economic constraints.n'

01 
The regulations require 

FHWA determination to be included in a final EIS or a finding of no significant 
impact and to explain (1) the reasons why the activity must take place in the 
floodplain, (2) the alternatives considered and the reasons why they were not 
practicable, and (3) whether the activ:ties conform to applicable state and local 
floodplain zooing.'08 

FHWA floodplain regulations emphasize avoiding floodplain impacts, the pri
ority type of mitigation under the CEQ regulations. 909 When there is no practica
ble alternative to an encroachment, the regulations employ the second priority 
type of mitigation-minimization-by ,equiring design studies specifying a num
ber of design standards.'10 Also employing minimization mitigation are FHW A 
rugulations requiring FAHP actiyjties to minimize erosion, sediment damage and 

II • t· f.a 911 ' po . ut1on o sur ce and groundwater. The regulati,on requires permanent ero-
sion and sediment control measures to be installed at the earliest practicable 
time consistent with good construction practices and forbid stockpiling or disposal 
oi pollutants, including sediment, where they might be susceptible to being 
washed into a watercourse.'12 

C. FHWA Wetlands Mitigation Flegulations 

FHW A wetlands mitigation regulations also emphasize avoidance as the pre
ferred mitigation,913 a policy driven by the Wetlands Executive Order DOT Order 

66 1A d · 914 ' 5 0. , an Section 4(f). Where there are no practicable alternatives to con-
struction in wetlands, and where all practicable measures to minimize harm to 
~·etlands have b~en employed, the regulations authorize compensatory mitiga
t10n. Where public wetlands are lost, F AHP money may fund functional replace
ment of wetlands. 915 Where private wetlands are directly affected by an FAHP 
project, the regulations authorize compensatory mitigation, which may include 
wetlands with equivalent functions but may not include maintenance costs or 
cQmper1sation for loss of privately owned wildlife habitat that is not wetlands.'1

' 

The regulations require that such acquisitions constitute "a reasonable public 
expenditure when weighed against other social, economic, and environmental 
values, and the benefit realized is commensurate with the proposed expendi
ture.m The policy is to give priority to enhance existillg wetlands or creation of 
new wetlan~s w:;.hin the high:"ay corridor,

918 
a policy that at least one recent 

study questions. The regulat10ns do, however, authorize mitigation measures 
outside the highway right of way where there are "sufficiently compelling reasons 

I\:) 
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and sufficient justification ... ."
920 

If replacement wetlands are authorized, the 
regulations prefer restoring or creating new wetlands, rather than purchasing 
interests in existing privately owned wetlands.M.i 

FHW A regulation.s, wh.ich adopt the Army Corps of Engineers' definition of 
wetland/ 22 allow acquisition of less-than-fee interests •

23 
require that transfers of 

acquired wetlands from state highway agencies to natural resource agencies be 
conditioned on the lands continuing to serve the purpose of the acquisition,

024 
and 

authorize acquisition of replacement wetlands only where consistent with state 
law. 925 However, FAHP funds are not available for maintenance or management 
of wetland areas,926 and FHWA's wetlands mitigation policy does not authorize 
mitigation of privately owned uplands valuable for wildlife habitat that are dam-
aged by FHWA projects.m · 

Because highway drainage ditches have frequently been used by neighboring 
landowners to drain adjacent wetlands, FHWA, prompted by a National Wildlife 
Federation lawsuit, agreed to consider noohighway drainage structures erected 
within highway rights of way to be an encroachment of the right of way. Such 
encroachme.nt of nonhighway uses can be considered a breach of the state's high
way maintenance obligations, warranting saoctions.923 

D. Types of Highway Mitigation 

There are essentially five types of mitigation designed to reduce adverse ef
fects of highway location, co.ostruction, and operation ... .io These are location modi
fications, design modifications. construction measures, operational conditions, 
and right-of-way measures and replacement land. 

1. Location Modifications 
The most complete form of mitigation is total avoidance of the wetland or 

floodplain area. Short of this, the highway may be located within a wetland, 
floodplain, or other sensitive land so that potential impacts are less severe. The 
location may also be modified to minimize the amount of land taken. Also. inter
changes and other acc~ss points to a h.ighway may be limited so the incentive for 
secondary development is reduced. 

2. Design Modifications 
The basic highway design may be altered to lessen adverse impacts. For ex

ample, culverts may be included to maintain necessary water flows· the highway 
may be built on a structure, such as a viaduct, instead of on an embankment; and 
supporting piers and footers can be hydxodynamically designed to reduce inter
ference with natural flows. Techniques are available to prevent accumulation of 
debri.s around bridge pie.rs and other highway structures. When an embankment 
is used, drainage pipes can be included to maintain better surface flow. In addi
tion, the use of special materials for the embankment may leave the water flow 
undisturbed and reduce the possible depression of the water table. If runoffs and 
spills present a problem, drainage facilities can be designed to capture the :runoff 
and carry it to a proper disposal site. Dredge and fill materials can be used and 
disposed of in ways that reduce negative impacts. If stream or channel modifica
tions are necessary, the modified channel can be reconstructed so that normal 
ecological functions can be maintained. The unauthorized drainage of wetlands 

can be prevented by adding ditch blocks and by design modifications making 
drainage into the highway right of way difficult. 

3. Construction Measures 

Most construction impacts are temporary, but they may interrupt normal 
stream flows and produce excessive amounts of sediment in waters near the con
struction site. Construction activities and equipment can disturb sensitive bottom 
lands. Undesirable sedimentation can be avoided by using filter fabrics or sedi
mentation ponds that allow the sediment to precipitate from the water column. 
Specific restraints in a construction contract may force contractors to limit con
struction activities in sensitive areas, reducing the severity of potentially adverse 
impacts. The contract may also limit the contractor's flexibility in disposing of 
dredge and waste materials so that these materials are not deposited in wetland 
areas. The contractor may be prohibited from working at certain times of the 
year, such as when anadromous fish are passing through the construction area 
during their migration season. Other restraints may be placed on the contractor 
when environmentally necessary. 

4. Operational Conditions 
FHW A may require a state to carry out special maintenance and enforce op

erational limitations in sensitive areas as a condition for highway approval. For 
example, FWHA may require a state to prohibit use of highway drainage ditches 
by adjoining landowners. If environmentally relevant, a state could be asked to 
exclude trucks and other types of vehicles from the highway. States could also be 
encouraged to control development in wetland areas adjacent to the highway. 

5. Right-of-Way Measures and Replacement Land 
Frequently, wetlands within the highway right of way can be preserved if the 

highway is properly designed. Highway borrow pits sometimes become small 
lakes or ponds, augmenting the wetland area. Careful selection of new vegetation 
as well as plans for revegetation can restore or enhance existing wetlands. If 
wetland or floodplain areas must be used, the effected lands can often be replaced 
through the purchase of additional wetland areas fulfilling similar ecological 
functions. Although this does not make up for the lost wetland area, it at least 
ensures that some wetlands are permanently preserved in public ownership. Also, 
there are ways existing upland areas can be turned into wetlands, thus creating 
new wetland areas. 

These and other measures have been used to help mitigate adverse impacts of 
highways constructed in wetland and floodplain areas. If one is willing to spend 
enough money, the worst consequences of locating a highway in a wetland or 
floodplain can be avoided in almost every case. For purposes of administering the 
FAHP, the important issue typically does not relate to the technical feasibility of 
a particular mitigation measure, but whether FHW A can or should insist on the 
use of a particular measure and whether FHW A c~ finance this measure out of 
the Federal Highway Trust Fund as part of the project cost. 

E. FAHP Wetlands Mitigation in Practice 

A 1992 FHW A-sponsored study of wetland mitigation efforts of state depart
ments of transportation analyzed 17 projects in 14 states and compared the re-



suits with natural control wetlands to evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation in 
terms of wetland functions and values.9

30 
The report found that only a few of the 

projects resulted in full replacement of all lost wetland functions. 931 The report 
concluded that mitigation type-whether wetlands were enhanced, restored, or 
created-was less a factor in determining mitigation success than (1) the level of 
effort at the planning stage, (2) the icclusion of certain design elements, and (3) 
the precision of plan implementation.~ 

The mitigation study regarded the analysis of the functions fulfilled by the 
existing wetlands to be the key planning activity in successful mitigation projects. 
Identifying these functions through interagency negotiations and developing a 
conceptual plan with well-defined goals and objectives were often lacking in the 
mitigation projects studied. The report found that a detailed plan, including con
struction sequencing a.ad monitoring, is essential for mitjgation success. 933 

The report also found that locating mitigation wetlands near surface water 
and other wetlands was critical to a successful mitigation project. Wetlands con
nected hydrologically to other bodies :,f water enhanced wetlands functions; iso
lated wetlands produced fewer biological and water quality functions.934 Because 
hydrology is the driving force of wetlands, the report recommended gradual 
slopes and shallow water depths. 035 The report determined that a key factor in. 
mitigation effectiveness is a top dressing of some type of topsoil in the wetlands' 
substrate because of the organ.ic matter and nutrients in topsoil. 936 

The report criticized the emphasis interagency groups negotiating mitigation 
agreements have placed on obtaining more than one acre of new wetlands for 
each acre lost.037 Gieater than 1:1 ratios were a product of the perceived high risk 
of mitigation failure, but the report concluded that this risk could be substantially 
reduced by careful planning and design. a commitment to implementation, and 
undertaking corrective action when warranted.°38 The report endorsed the follow
ing: (1) baseline studies of wetland functions, (2) realistic mitigation goals, (3) 
design features aimed at producing broad wetland vabes, (4) thorough monitor
ing both during construction and several years thereafter, and (5) a commitment 
to remedial measures where necessary.

939 

The report found the policy of emphasizing wetlands replacement within the 
highway corridor to be counterproductive. Not only are such wetlands subject to 
highway disturbances, hazards, and runoff, but the constrain.ts of the corridor 
encourage creation of narrow, steepsirled basins with straight borders, reducing 
mitigation effectiveness. Moreover, corridor wetlands are often smaller than one 
acre and isolated from other surface waters, further reducing their value. The 
report recommended siting studies that evaluate a variety of on-site and off-site 
areas and that examine factors such as hydrology, soils, and connection to exist
ing water sources.940 

The report also criticized the overemphasis on enhancing existing wetlands by 
excavating to produce open water areas to improve waterfowl habitat. Although 
the risk of failure of such projects is relatively low because the hydrology is well 
established, the report warned that too much attention to waterfowl habitat en
hancement can produce significant losses to other impact wetland values pro
vided by natural, mature wetlands, si.:ch as water-quality maintenance and habi
tat for other species. 941 

The report endorsed the conc~pt of functional replacement of the lost wetlands, 
an emphasis on baseline monitoring and site selection studies, commitments to 
construction monitoring, remediation funding at the outset of the project, and 

... 
postconstruction management generally of three to five years. 942 The report also 
induded an eight-factor design plan for all mitigation projects.943 

CONCLUSION 

This study indicates' that federal-aid highway projects must satisfy a diverse 
array of federal provisions aimed at protecting sensitive environmental resources, 
such as park lands, wetlands, floodplains, water quality, fish and wildlife, coastal 
zones, and foderal lands. These substantive environmental protections can affect 
the location, construction, and operation of federal-aid highways. Although the 
number and complexity of these requirements may seem daunting, most are lo
cation specific and all should be revealed through the NEPA process.944 NEPA 
regulations contain several directives aimed at requiring environmental evalua
tions under NEPA to discuss and evaluate federal requirements, such as those 
discussed in this report

945 
prior to undertaking any FAHP activity that would 

produce adverse environmental impacts or limit the choice of reasonable alterna
tives. 946 Thus, highway planners have the means to ensure all FAHP projects are 
designed to comply with the nation's environmental laws. 

(.,J 
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Id. at 5-5. 
484Id. at 5,6. 
485

23 U.S.C. § 134 (1988); see also 
Kussy, supra note 7, at 220. 

466
23 C.F.R. §§ 650.101-115 (1993). 

See infra notes 495-501 and accompa
nying text. 

487
Kussy, supra note 7, at 223. 

488Exec. Order No. 11,988, 42 Fed. 
Reg. 26,951 (1977); see also FEDERAL 
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY, 
FURTHER ADVICE ON EXECUTIVE 
ORDER 11988 FLOODPLAIN MAN
AGEMENT 3 (1987) [hereinafter FEMA 
Advice]. 

489
Id. at 27. 

490
Id. FEMA further explains that 

practicable alternatives can include 
carrying out the proposed action out
side of the floodplain, accomplishing 
the same objective using other means, 
or taking no action at all. Id. 



491Under WRC guidelines, FHWA 
and other federal agencies must do 
the following: 

(1) Determine if a proposed action 
is in the base floodplain. 

(2) Provide for public review. 
(3) Identify and evaluate practica

ble alternatives to locating a project in 
the base floodplain. 

(4) Identify the impacts of the pro
posed action. 

(5) Minimize threats to life and 
property and to natural and beneficial 
floodplain values; restore and pre
serve natural and beneficial floodplain 
values. 

(6) Reevaluate alternatives. 
(7) Issue findings and a public ex

planation. 

4. 

(8) Implement the action. 
FEMA Advice, supra note 488, at 3-

492Id. at 38-39. 
493

Id. at 39. 
494Id. at 40. 
49544 Fed. Reg. 24,678 (Apr. 6, 

1979). See also, Kussy, supra note 7, 
at 222-23. 

496"Significant encroachment shall 
mean a highway encroachme,nt and 
any direct support of likely base 
floodplain development that would 
involve one or more of the following 
construction- or flood-related impacts: 

(1) A significant potential for inter
ruption or termination of a transpor
tation facility that is needed for emer
gency vehicles or provides a 
community's only evacuation route, 

(2) A significant risk, or 
(3) A significant adverse impact on 

natural and beneficial floodplain val
ues." 

23 C.F.R. § 650.105(q) (1993). 
497 FHWA regulations define the 

"base floodplain" as the area having a 
one percent chance of being exceeded 
in any given·year. Id.§ 650.105(b). 

498Id. § 650.105(k). 
499Id. § 650.113. 

500Id. § 650.115(a). 
501Id. § 650.115(a)(5). 
50233 U.S.C. §§ 1251(a) (Clean Wa

ter Act goals), 1362(7) (definition of 
navigable waters as "waters of the 
United States"). 

503
See infra notes 518-565 and ac

companying text. 
504

See infra notes 592-602 and ac
companying text. 

50533 U.S.C. § 1362(14) (1988). 
506See infra notes 579-591 and ac

companying text. 
507

See infra notes 530-542 and ac
companying text. 

50833 U.S.C. § 1311(al (1988); see 2 
William H. Rodgers, ENVIRONMENTAL 
LAW: AlRANDWATER 372 (1986). 

509
33 U.S.C. § 1342 (1988). See also 

id. §§ 1311 (effluent limitations), 1313 
(water-quality standards). 

510
Id. §§ 1342(a)(l) (federal permits) 

and 1342(b) (state programs). 
51133 U.S.C. § 1342 (1988); 40 

C.F.R. § 122.l(bl (1993). 
512"Point Source" is defined as "any 

discernible, confined, and discrete 
conveyance, including but not limited 
to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, 
conduit, well, discrete fissure, con
tainer, ... from which pollutants are or 
may be discharged." 40 C.F.R. § 122.2 
(1993). 

513Id. 

swDischarge" is defined in con
junction with "discharge of a pollut
ant," which means "any addition of 
any pollutant to navigable waters 
from any point source." 33 U.S.C. § 

1362(12) (1988). See NWF v. Gorsuch, 
693 F.2d 156, 165-175 (D.C. Cir. 1982) 
(deference given to the EPA's inter
pretation of "addition" with regard to 
NPDES permits; an addition of a pol
lutant from a point source requires 
the point source to introduce the pol
lutant into the water from the outside 
world; because dam-induced pollution 
is produced by changes in water con
ditions, not substances added to wa-

ter, dams are not subject to NPDES 
permit requirements). See also Avo
yelles Sportsmen's League, Inc. v. 
Marsh, 715 F.2d 897, 922-923 (5tl: 
Cir. 1983) (the word "addition," as 
used in the definition of the term 
"discharge," may reasonably be un
derstood to include a "redeposit" of a 
fill material destroying wetlands). 

51533 u.s.c. § 1362(12) (1988); 40 
C.F.R. § 1~12.2 (1993). 

516Id. 
517See 2 Rodgers, supra note 508, at 

372-446 for in-depth account of the 
NPDES permitting process. 

51833 U.S.C. § 1311 (1988). 
519"Point Source" is defined as "any 

discernible, confined, and discrete 
conveyance, including but not limited 
to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, 
conduit, well, discrete fissure, con
tainer, ... from which pollutants are 
or may be discharged." 40 C.F.R. § 
122.2 (1992). "Waters of the United 
States" are defined broadly and in
clude discharges to interstate wetland 
areas. See id. EPA has expressed the 
intent to embrace the broadest possi
ble interpretation of the term "point 
E:ource." National Pollutant Discharge 
mimination System Permit Applica
tion Regulations for Storm Water 
Discharges; Final Rule, 55 Fed. Reg. 
47,990, 47,997 (Nov. 16, 1990) 
[hereinafter NPDES Storm Water 
Rule]. 

520
33 U.S.C.A. § 1342 (West 1986 & 

Supp. 1993). 
521See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 122.26 

(1993); NPDES Storm Water Rule, 
supra note 519. 

522See 33 U.S.C.A. § 1342(p) (West 
Jl986 & Supp. 1994). 

523Id. § 1342(p)(2). 
524See icl. § 1342(p)(6)(requiring es

tablishment of (1) priorities, (2) re
quirements for state stormwater 
management programs, and (3) dead
lines). 

525See id. § 1342(p)(l). 

, I I 

526See 33 u.s.c. § 1342(p) (1988), 
amended by Water Resources Devel
opment Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-
580, Tit. 3, § 364, 106 Stat. 4797, 
4862. 

527
966 F.2d 1292 (9th Cir. 1992). 

528
See id. at 1300. See also Water 

Resources Developm,~nt Act of 1992, 
Pub. L. No. 102-580, § 364, 106 Stat. 
4 797, 4862 (1992). 

529See National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System Application 
Deadlines, General Permit Require
ments and Reporting Requirements 
for Storm Water Discharges Associ
ated With Industrial Activity; Final 
Rule, 57 Fed. Reg. 11,394, 11,399 
(Apr. 4, 1992) [hereinafter NPDES 
Deadlines]. 

530EPA has defined "storm water" 
as "stormwater runoff, snow melt 
runoff, and surface runoff and drain
age." 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(b)(13) (1993). 

531See id. at § 122.26(14); 33 U.S.C. 
§§ 1342(p)(2)-(4) (1988 & Supp. 1992). 

532NPDES Storm Water Rule, supra 
note 519, at 48,033. 

533
Id. at 48,033. 

534See id. See also 40 C.F.R. § 

122.26(b)(14)(x) (1993). 
535

Natural Resources Defense 
Council v. EPA, 966 F.2d 1292, 1305-
1306 (9th Cir. 1992). 

536
See National Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System; Storm Water 
Discharges; Permit Issuance and 
Permit Compliance Deadlines for 
Phase I Storm Water Discharges; 
Final Rule, 57 Fed. Reg. 60,444, 
60,446 (Dec. 18, 1992). 

537
See 40 C.F.R. § 122.26 (1993). 

538See Final NPDES General Per
mits for Storm Water Discharges from 
Construction Sites, 57 Fed. Reg. 
41,175, 41,176 (Sept. 9, 1992) 
[hereinafter EPA General Permits] 

539
See NPDES Storm Water Rule, 

supra note 519, at 48,009. 
540

See 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1311, 1342(p) 
(1986 & Supp. 1994). 



541See, e.g., EPA General Permits, 
supra note 538, at 41,183 
(requirement for EPA general con
struction permit). 

542Discharges from municipal storm 
sewers in large- and medium-size 
municipalities (serving populations of 
100,000 or more) are already subject 
to their own NPDES stormwater 
permit requirements, see 40 C.F.R. § 
122.26(a)(l) (1992), and the NPDES 
stormwater program may expand 
rapidly in the next few years. See 
supra note 519. 

543See 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(c) (1992). 
544See NPDES Deadlines, supra 

note 529, at 11,399, 11,405. 
545See NPDES Storm Water Rule, 

supra note 519, at 48,002; NPDES 
Deadlines, supra note 529, at 11,399. 

546See 40 C.F.R. §§ 122.26(c)(l), 
122.26(c)(l)(ii) (1992) (individual ap
plication requirements including full 
NPDES application, with some special 
requirements and exemptions for 
construction discharges); id. at § 
122.26(c)(2) (group application re
quirements-the primary advantage 
of group permits is that most mem
bers of the group will not have to 
submit quantitative data); id. at § 
122.28 (general permit requirements). 
The contents of a notice of intent can 
vary from case to case depending on 
requirements set out in the relevant 
general permit, the regulations re
quire the "submission of information 
necessary for adequate program im
plementation, including at a mini
mum, the legal name and address of 
the owner or operator, the facility 
name and address, type of facility or 
discharges, and the rece1vmg 
stream(s)." Id. at§ 122.28(b)(2)(ii). 

547Final NPDES General Permits 
for Storm Water Discharges from 
Construction Sites, 57 Fed. Reg. 
41,175 (Sept. 9, 1992). 

548See Thompson Publishing Group, 
STORMWATER PERMIT MANUAL App. 1 
at 701 (Oct. 1992). 

549See 40 C.F.R. § 123.44 (1993). 
550NPDES Storm Water Rule, supra 

note 519, at 48,002; NPDES Dead
lines, supra note 529, at 11,399. 

551EEA General Permits, supra note 
538, at 41,180. States may have dif
ferent specifications for when dis
charge becomes authorized and may 
even require receipt of notification of 
inclusion. See 40 C.F.R. § 
122.28(b)(2)(iv) (1993). 

552EP A General Permits, supra note 
538, at 41,180. 

553"0perators" are the parties who 
either individually or taken together 
have (1) "operational control over the 
site specifications (including the abil
ity to make modifications in specifica
tions)," and (2) "the day to day opera
tional control of those activities at the 
site necessary to ensure compliance 
with plan requirements and permit 
conditions." EPA General Permits, 
supra note 538, at 41,190. 

554Id. 
555Id. at 41,218-22. 
556Id. at 41,180. EPA references 

several documents that may assist 
permit applicants in developing 
stormwater pollution prevention 
plans: U.S. EPA, STORM WATER 
MANAGEMENT FOR CONSTRUCTION 
ACTMTIES: DEVELOPING POLLUTION 
PREVENTION PLANS AND BEST 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (1992); 
METRO. WASHINGTON COUNCIL OF 
GoVERNMENTS, A CURRENT As
SESSMENT OF URBAN BEST MAN
AGEMENT PRACTICES (March 1992). 57 
Fed. Reg. at 41,183. 

557Id. at 41,220-21. 
558Id. at 41,220. 
559

Id. at 41,221. 
560Id. at 41,221-22. 
561

See, e.g., NPDES Deadlines, su
pra note 529, at 11,404-07; 40 C.F.R. 
§§ 122.28, 123.25, 123.44 (1993). 

562See NPDES Deadlines, supra 
note 529, at 11,399. See also 
Thompson Publishing Group, 
STORMWATER PERMIT MANUAL §§ 230-
233 (March 1993) (listing states and 
their permitting authority and dis
cussing state permitting options). 

5~be NPDES stoanwater hotline 
number is (703) 821-4823. See EPA 
General Permits, supra note 538, at 
41,176. Listings of EPA regional of
fices and the names and numbers of 
some of the stormwater staff can also 
be found in the Federal Register. See, 
e.g., id. at 41,186. 

564See 33 U.S.C. § 1319 (1988 & 
Supp. II 1990). 

565Id. at § 1319(c)(4) (up to 2 years 
and $10,000 fine). 

5662 Rodgers, supra note 508, at 
243. 

561Id. 
568Id. at 245. 
56933 u.s.c. § 1313 (1988). 
57033 U.S.C. § 1313(a)(3)(C) (1988); 

Mississippi Comm'n on Natural Re
sources v. Costle, 625 F.2d 1269, 1276 
(5th Cir. 1980) (Clean Water Act al
lows EPA to translate broad statutory 
guidelines into specifics that can be 
used to evaluate state standards, and 
administrator reasonably interpreted 
act as allowing him to disapprove 
state water-quality standard). 

57133 U.S.C. § 131l(b)(2)(A) (1988). 
512Id. § 131l(b)(l)(C) (1988). 
573See 2 Rodgers, supra note 508, at 

252. 
574

See infra notes 579-591 and ac
companying text, for further discus
sion of nonpoint source regulation. 

570
Northwest Indian Cemetery Pro

tective Ass'n v. Peterson, 795 F.2d 
688, 697 (9th Cir. 1986), reu'd on other 
grounds, 485 U.S. 439 (1988) 
(adherence to best management prac
tices does not automatically ensure 
that state water-quality standards are 
being met). 

5760regon Natural Resources 
Council v. U .S. Forest Service, 834 
F.2d 842, 850-51 (9th Cir. 1987) 
(although the citizen suit provision of 
the Clean Water Act is applicable only 
to point sources and cannot be used to 
enforce state water-quality standards 
when nonpoint-source pollution is at 
issue, state water-quality standards 
are enforceable by citizens against 
federal agencies under the Adminis
trative Procedure Act). See 5 U.S.C. §§ 
701-706 (1988) ("[a] person suffering 
legal wrong because of agency action, 
or adversely affected or aggrieved by 
agency action within the meaning of a 
relevant statute, is entitled to judicial 
review thereof"). 

577See supra notes 508-517 and ac
companying text. 

578See 2 RODGERS, supra note 508, 
at 252. 

579See id at 124. See also Oregon 
Natural Resources Council v. U.S. 
Forest Service, 834 F .2d 842, 849 (9th 
Cir. 1987). 

580See supra note 505 and accompa
nying text; 40 C.F.R. § 122.2 (1993). 

581Appalachian Power Co. v. Train, 
545 F.2d 1351, 1373 (4th Cir. 1976). 

582See 2 RODGERS, supra note 508, 
at 124. 

583Id. 
584Id. at 143. 
585

0regon Natural Resources 
Council v. U.S. Forest Service, 834 
F.2d 842, 849 (9th Cir. 1987). 

58633 U.S.C. § 1288(b)(2) (1988). 
587Id. § 1329 (1988). 
'

88Id. § 1329(h) (1988); Robert D. 
Fentress, Comment, Nonpoint Source 
Pollution, Groundwater, and the 1987 
Water Quality Act: Section 208 Revis
ited? 19 ENVTL. L. 807 (1989). 

589
See supra note 576 and accompa

nying text. 
5900regon Natural Resources 

Council v. U.S. Forest Service, 834 
F.2d 842, 851 (9th Cir. 1987). 



59'See infra notes 897-903 and ac
companying text for a discussion of 
erosion control guidelines and high
way construction. 

59242 U.S.C. §§ 300f to 300j-26 
(1988). 

593
See id. at §§ 300g to 300g-5. 

504
See id. at §§ 300h to 300h-5. 

595See id. at§ 300h-3(e). SDWA also 
provides for designation of critical 
aquifer protection areas subject to 
additional restrictions on funding that 
might contribute to degradat'1on, see 
id. at § 300h-5, and provides for st;;,te 
wellhead protection programs that 
may impose additional requirements 
on federal as well as state and local 
agencies. See id. at §§ 300h--7(a) to 
300h-7(k). 

596/d. The designation of an SSA 
can be made on the administrator's 
own initiative or on petition from any 
person. Id. at §§ 300h-3(a), 300h-3(e). 

597 See U.S. Environmental Protec
tion Agency, DESIGNATED SOLE 
SOURCE AQUIFERS NATIONALLY (Jan. 
1983) (fact sheet showing general 
locations of SSAs, and listing (1) des
ignated aquifers, (2) pending peti
tions, and (3) Federal Register cita
tions that can be referred to for 
detailed information about an aquifer 
and about appropriate EPA contacts). 

59842 U.S.C. § 300h-3(e). 
599/d. 
600/d. 
60'See 40 C.F.R. §§ 149.100-.111 

(1992). 
6-02See Drinking Water: Failure to 

Refer Highway Project to EP.4. Indi
cates Weakness in Program, GAO 
Reports, 23 BNA ENv'T REP. 1918 
(Nov. 27, 1992). See also U.S. General 
Accounting Office, Projects That May 
Damage Sole Source Aquifers Are Not 
Always Identified (1992). 

60316 U.S.C. §§ 1451-1464 (1988 & 
Supp. IV 1991). 

604
See id. at §§ 1451-1452. See also 

id. at § 1453(1) (definition of "coastal 
zone). 

605
See, e.g., id. at §§ 1454, 1455. 

606/d. at § 1456(c)(l)-(c)(2). 
607/d. at § 1456(c)(3). 
6081d. at § 1456(d). 
600

With one exception, the secretary 
has delegated his functions under 
CZMA to the assistant administrator 
for Coastal Zone Management of the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. See 15 C.F.R. §§ 
923.2(b), 923.2(c) (1992). 

610
See 16 U.S.C. § 1455(d). See also 

15 C.F.R. § 923.3 (1992). 
611

16 U.S.C. § 1456. See also 15 
C.F.R. §§ 930.1-930.145 (1992). There 
are 35 states and territories eligible 
for CMP approval; 29 of these have 
approved plans. See Tim Eichenberg 
and Jack Archer, The Federal Consis
tency Doctrine: Coastal Zone Man
agement and "New Federalism," 14 
ECOLOGY L.Q. 9, 30 (1987). 

612
See 15 C.F.R. §§ 930.95-.98 

(1993). See also Kussy, supra note 7, 
at 205-207. The state's CMP must list 
the types of activities subject to con
sistency review and must also identify 
the general geographic areas outside 
of coastal zones where federal assis
tance will be subject to review. 15 
C.F.R. § 930.95. 

61316 U.S.C. § 1456(d). 
614

16 U.S.C. § 1456(c)(3); 15 C.F.R. 
§ 930.57 (1992). See also Kussy, supra 
note 7, at 207. 

615
See 23 C.F.R. 771.133 (1993) 

(requiring EIS to reflect compliance 
with other legal requirements). 

616
15 C.F.R. § 930.94 (1993). 

617See id. at§§ 930.97-.98. 
618/d. at § 930.120. The regulations 

implementing these exceptions are 
found at id. §§ 930.121-.122. 

619
See id. at§ 930.121. 

620
See Eichenberg & Archer, supra 

611, at 44. · 

621 16 U.S.C. §§ 3501-3510 (1988 & 
Supp. III 1991). 

622/d. at§ 3501(b). 
623/d. 
62416 u.s.c § 3503. 
625/d. at § 3504. 
626/d. at § 3505. 
621/d. at§ 3503(a). 
628 Advisory Guidelines, 5 7 Fed. 

Reg. 52,n!O, 52,730 (Nov. 5, 1992) 
[hereinafter Advisory Guidelines]. 

629 16 u.s.c. § 3502(1). 
630Bostic v. United States, 753 F.2d 

1292, 1294 (4th Cir. 1985). 
631 16 U.S.C. § 3503(b). See also 13 

C.F.R. § 116.41 (1993). 
63216 U.S.C. § 3504(a). 
633/d. at § 3502(3)(C). 
634/d. at § 3505(a). Consultation has 

been delegated to the Fish and Wild
life Service, which issues an opinion 
as to whether an exception applies. 
See Advisory Guidelines, supra note 
628 at 52,732. The Fish and Wildlife 
Service guidelines list the appropriate 
regional offices for consultation. Id. at 
52,733. 

63516 U.S.C. § 3505(a)(3). 
636/d. at§ 3505(a)(6)(F). 
637 16 U.S.C. § 661 (1988). 
638 16 U.S.C. § 662(a) (1988). See 

Q:lso Carol A. Clayton, Note, Environ
mental Protection Under the Fish and 
Wildlife Coordination Act: The Road 
Not Taken, 2 VA. J. NAT. RESOURCES 
53 (1982) (a useful discussion on the 
strengths and weaknesses of the Co
c,rdination Act). 

639See Michael D. Zagata, Mitiga
tion By "Banking" Credits-Louisiana 
Pilot Project, 7 NAT'L WETLANDS 
NEWSLETTER no. 3, at 9 (May-June 
l.985). This article provides useful 
information regarding the practice of 
mitigation banking in relation to the 
Coordination Act. 

640Michael C. Blumm, Fulfilling the 
Parity Promise: A Perspective on Sci
entific Proof, Economic Cost, and [n. 

dian Treaty Rights in the Approval of 

I I I 

the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife 
Program, 13 ENVTL. L. 103, 110 
(1982). 

641 16 U.S.C. § 662(a) (1988). 
642Washington State Dept. of Fish

eries v. F.E.R.C., 801 F.2d 1516, 1519 
(9th Cir. 1986) (failur,e to consider and 
respond to the results of a consulta
tion is a violation of the Coordination 
Act). 

643Kussy, supra note 7, at 208. 
64416 U.S.C. § 662)(h) (1988). 
645Kussy, supra note 7, at 208-209. 
646/d. at 209. 
647/d. 

64816 U.S.C. § 662(d) restricts costs 
attributable to the development and 
improvement of wildlife to (1) land 
acquisition, (2) facilities as specifically 
recommended in water resource proj
ect reports, (3) project modifications, 
and (4) modification of project opera
tions; specifically exc:ludes the opera
tion of wildlife facilities . 

649County of Bergen v. Dole, 620 F. 
Supp. 1009, 1063 (D .N.J.), afl'd, 800 
F.2d 1130 (3rd Cir. 1986) (quoting 
Sierra Club v. Alexander, 484 F. 
Supp. 455, 4 70 (N.D.N.Y. 1980)). 

65016 U.S.C. § 666a (1988). 
651 16 U.S.C. § 662(±) (1988) 

(mitigation may include land acquisi
tion). 

65216 U.S.C. §§ 703-712 (1988 & 
Supp. IV 1992). 

653/d. at § 703. See also 50 C.F.R. § 
10.12 (1993) (defining "migratory bird" 
and "take"). 

654See id. § 10.13. 
655/d. § 10.12. 
656See generally George C. Coggins 

& Sebastian T. Patti, The Resurrec
tion and Expansion of the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act, 50 U. COLO. L. REV. 
165 (1979); Craig D. Sjostrom, Com
ment, Of Birds and Men: The Migra
tory Bird Treaty Act, 26 IDAHO L. REV. 
371 (1990). 

657
See, e.g., United States v. FMC 

Corp., 572 F.2d 902 (2d Cir. 1978) 



(fines imposed under MBTA for bird 
poisonings from wastewater pond); 
United States v. Corbin Farm Service, 
444 F.Supp. 510 (E.D. Cal.) 
(misdemeanor conviction and penal
ties for bird deaths due to pesticide 
spraying), aff d, 578 F.2d 259 (9th Cir. 
1978). 

658See 50 C.F.R. § 21.11 (1993) 
(general permit requirement). 

659The general procedures and re
quirements for obtaining a permit 
under MBTA are found at 50 C.F.R. § 
13 (1993); the "special purpose permit" 
requirements are found at id. § 21.27. 

660See, e.g., id. § 21.27(c)(l). 
601Id. § 13.42. 
662See 16 U.S.C. § 707(a), (c) 

(misdemeanor with $500 fine and 
maximum of six months forfeiture of 
vehicles or equipment used). 

fi'JSee Sjostrom supra note 656, at 
377-380. 

604Id. at 377-379. 
605See Defenders of Wildlife v. EPA, 

688 F.S11pp. 1334 CD. Minn. 1988) 
(injunction against EPA registration 
of strychnine as taking under META 
and other statutes) rev'd in part, affd 
in part 882 F .2d 1294 (8th Cir. 1989) 
(no private right of action under 
MBTA, and APA review precluded by 
FIFRA procedures for review). 

666Seattle Audubon Soc'y v. Evans, 
952 F.2d 297, 302 (9th Cir. 1991). 

667See 50 C.F.R. § 10.12 (1993). 
66816 u.s.c. §§ 1531-1544 (1988). 

The Endangered Species Act's "take" 
definition includes the terms "harm" 
and "harass" as well as the terms 
found in the MBTA's definition of 
"take." Id. at § 1532(19). See also 50 
C.F.R. § 17.3 (1992) (regulatory defi
nition of harm under Endangered 
Species Act, including habitat modifi
cation or destruction that kills or in
jures wildlife). 

609952 F.2d at 302-03. 
67016 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2); see also 

Kussy, supra note 7, at 210. 

671See Oliver A. Houck, The Endan
gered Species Act and Its Implementa
tion by the U.S. Departments of Inte
rior and Commerce, 64 U. COLO. L. 
REV. 277, 279 n.9 (1993) (quoting 
Timothy Egan, "Strongest U .S. Envi
ronmental Law May Become Endan
gered Species," N.Y. TIMES, May 26, 
1992, at Al, A13 (quoting Donald 
Barry of the World Wildlife Fund)). 

672Houck, supra note 671, at 279, 
317-21. For a similar perspective, 
which shows the administrative 
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92015 C.F.R. § 777.9(b). 
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928See Kussy, supra note 7, at 249-

50. 
929The section on types of highway 

mitigation is adapted, with only minor 
editorial changes, from Kussy, supra 
note 7, at 251-53. 
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931Jd. at 17 4. 
9321d. 
933Id. at 174-75. 
934Id. at 175. 
935Id. at 176-77. 
936Id. at 177. 
937Id. at 180-81. 
938Id. at 179. 
'
3'Id. at 181. 

940Id. at 179-80. 
941Id. at 179, 181. 
942Id. at 186-89. 
943The eight factors were (1) bound

ary delineation of the proposed miti
gation site; (2) identification of water 

supply sources and connections to 
existing ground and surface water; (3) 
determination of final grade excava
tion likely to support the desired plant 
community, based on hydrological 
studies; (4) use of gradual, continuous 
slopes no steeper than 10:1 and pref
erably flatter than 20:1 or 30:1; (5) 
incorporation of meandering shoreline 
configurations wherever possible; (6) 
use of a layer of topsoil at least 6 
inches thick; (7) selection of plants 
that are adaptable to the proposed 
hydrology and substrate; and (8) pro
vision of a minimum of a 7 5-foot 
buffer of woody or unmowed vegeta
tion that can be included as part of 
the mitigation project without increas
ing its size. Id. at 187-88. 

944
See Mandelker & Feder, supra 

note 10. 
945See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. §§ 

1501. 7(a)(6) (scoping), 1502.16(c) 
(environmental consequences), 
1502.19(a) (EIS circulation), 1502.2(a) 
(CEQ referrals), 1508.27(b)(10) 
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